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Irish Society Dance Awaits U. Council Decision
by Ken Vaughn
The University Council was expected to meet this week to discuss moving this year's Irish
Society dance to the main cafeteria, according to council
member Mike Bentivegna. The
open meeting became necessary
when Campus Center Director
James Fitzpatrick failed to give
consent to move the social event
from the Oak Room, where it is
currently booked.
The annual "Luck of the Room-

mate Dance" has been scheduled
for March 13. Irish Society President Bob McVeigh said the event
was a huge success last year
when it was held in the Oak Room.
He added that because of the size
of the Oak Room, many who
wanted to go last year could not
gain admission. To remedy that
problem this year, he and society
officer Brian Gilbert sought to
move the event to the cafeteria.
McVeigh said he went to ask
Fitzpatrick if the event could be
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moved, and his request was
denied. He then asked VicePresident of Student Services
William Schimpf's help in persuading Fitzpatrick to allow the
dance in the cafeteria. However,
Fitzpatrick did not yield, and the
Irish Society decided to pursue
other channels of influence.
Last week, the society received
the backing of the Student
Legislature as they unanimously
recommended to ask that the
dance be moved. FUSA President

Andrew McGowan also endorsed
the move. Now the council's help
is being solicited.
"The cafeteria was not built as a
multi-purpose room," said Fitzpatrick, who added that the cafeteria is used for just four major
dance events each school year.
The dining hall has permanent furniture, said Fitzpatrick, making it
very difficult to move the tables
and chairs and then re-set them
for the next day meals. "We have
not told them that they could not
have the event," he said, pointing

out that the Irish Society booked
the Oak Room November 20 for
their spring dance.
The dance will be semi-formal
and feature the Gashouse Band, a
50's type group. Tickets are expected to cost between $8 and $10
a couple, said McVeigh.
If the Irish Society should lose
the battle to move their dance,
McVeigh said that admittance may
have to be restricted to club members only. Hopefully that consequence won't occur, he concluded.
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Bentivegna Wins in Landslide
by Bryan LeClerc
Mike Bentivegna was elected
FUSA President in a landslide victory Tuesday, receiving a total of
876 votes, a 489 vote plurality over
runner-up Janet Canapa.
Out of the 1389 votes cast, Bentivegna held 63%, Canepa 28%
(387), and Bob Dube 8.5% (119).
Seven votes were cast for various
other persons. Bentivegna carried
every dorm with the exception of
Southeast and Julie Hall.
The breakdown of votes is as
follows: Campion- Mike 92, Janet
54, Bob 10; Gonzaga- Mike 78,
Janet 45, Bob 14; Loyola- Mike 105,
Janet 18, Bob 13, Other 2; RegisMike 139, Janet 40, Bob 14, Other
1; Julie Hall- Mike 15, Janet 20,
Bob 3; Northwest- Mike 123, Janet
44, Bob 13; Fareast- Mike 69, Janet
38, Bob 21, Other 1; SoutheastMike 57, Janet 68, Bob 2, Other 3;

Off-Campus Boarders- Mike 173,
Janet 45, Bob 24; CommutersMike 25, Janet 15, Bob 5.
Following the confirmation of
his winning Bentivegna stated,
"Thanks to all who helped. I appreciate it a lot." He said that he is
"serious on the platform ideas. I
would't have put them in if they
were not feasable." One of Bentivegna's hopes is to research into
the current system of course
registration. He also plans to look
into the high cost of maintenances charges that plague
most dorm residents.
Bentivegna has in his plans a
survey to be taken which will
determine the University's party
regulations to be reasonable or
not. Once completed, any changes
that are deemed necessary can be
handled by the new administration.

For OCBs and Commuters the
new President has outlined
daytime programming to increase
interest in various SEC and FUSA
events. Also for these two groups
is the possibility of a one-meal
plan consisting of daily lunches.
One last part of the new administration's platform deals with
the idea of expanding the weekend hours of the Stag-Her Inn and
the opening of a ticket booth in
the Campus Center to sell tickets
for assorted events.
Bentivegna said, "I plan to get
active on these ideas when my administration takes over. I look forward to an easy and smooth transition with Andy McGowan." To
sum up his victory Bentivegna exclaimed, "I'm psyched to do the
job."

Ski Team Rescues Motorist
Michael Bentivegna dominated the polls Tuesday to become the President Elect of FUSA.

Bangkok Flu
Invades Campus
by Rich Swietek
For many Fairfield students the
return to classes following winter
break was interrupted due to an
outbreak of flu here at the university.
According to Dr. Sal Santella,
Director of Medical Services, most
cases seemed to resemble the
Bangkok Flu which has been in

the Fairfield area, but as of this
moment there has been no confirmation from cultures and tests run
on students from the university.
He also stated that those persons
with the virus usually suffer from a
combination of aches, headaches,
chills, fever, an occasional sore
throat, and a cough which is felt
(continued on page 2)

by Marguerite Downing
The Fairfield University Ski
Team may not have placed first in
their competition this weekend,
but their successful efforts to
save the life of a burning accident
victim placed them well above any
others who may have been driving
through Norwalk Saturday night.
At approximately 12:45 a.m.
Sunday morning, returning from a
race in Hidden Valley in New
Jersey, the Fairfield University Ski
Team observed a disabled car and
a man burning on the side of the
New York State Thruway. Senior
David ("Vid") Margarone reported
that the man was "lit up." According to Patricia Sullivan, another
ski team member, the victim's
coat, stomach, and leg were on
fire. Patricia noted that it was dark

out and difficult for her and the
others to make out at first that
there was any wire near or on the
man. She stated, "Our first reaction was to grab him, it didn't occur to us that he had a current going through him."
Margarone made the first attempt to save the man. He reported that he "grabbed him" and
the voltage that was flowing
through the victim almost sent
David to the ground. Shortly after,
the members of the ski team were
able to remove the high voltage
line causing the fire from the
man's body using rocks as their
tools. The students immediately
summoned an ambulance to the
scene.
According to another passenger
in the victim's car, the two had

struck a light pole. En route to get
help, the victim had become entangled with the live electrical
wire, and was rendered unconscious.
Sullivan, a sophomore, was
distressed that the ski team was
the only car that stopped to aid in
the situation. She said, "We were
amazed that no one else stopped.
People had driven by before we arrived, but no one stopped. It seemed like forever before help arrived.
It was awful."
Margarone observed tha the victim had sustained a one-inch laceration in his leg. According to
the Nursing Supervisor of Norwalk
Hospital the victim, identified as
21-year-old Brendan Kelly, is conscious and in satisfactory condition.

Harrington: America Headed For Serious Trouble
by Jean Leber
Michael Harrington, left wing
Democrat and President of the National Democratic Socialist Organizing party was the distinguished
speaker in the Oak Room on Tuesday, February 3 at;8 p.m.
Stressing his anti-capitalist
views, Mr. Harrington promoted
his belief that the United States is
at a point of great structural
change and is heading for serious
trouble under the Reagan administration. The lecture covered
such topics as our economic
state, our domestic social crisis,
and our international relations.
With regard to economics, Mr.
Harrington believes that in our
capitalistic society, corporations
have too much power in money
and resource allocation. Their profit consciousness has cheapened
the quality of our lives through in-

ferior quality products. According
to Harrington, "the allocation of
money in our society is decided in
the corporate boardrooms. The government doesn't allocate resources but rather makes economic and fiscal policies for corporations."
Capitalism, according to Mr.
Harrington, has also created other
problems such as lack of a national health system and the
energy crisis. His party supports
the view that the U.S. has such an
extreme crisis due to the deterioration of railroads and mass transit, both destroyed by an overabundance of corporate power.
Regarding the Reagan administration, Harrington believes that
Reagan's cut in government
spending will cause the elderly on
social security to suffer, while the
cut in corporate taxes will result in
the corporations increasing their
poor distribution of wealth. In-

stead of giving the corporations
money to plan socially beneficial
things he would rather see the federal government do the
spending.
On the international scene, Harrington feels that the U.S. is not as
far advanced as it once was. Presently European and Japanese
steel industries outstrip the U.S.
He also stated that one way of
bringing more revenue into the
U.S. would be by helping the third
world countries develop technologically, since they would have to
look to the U.S. for certain
materials.
Harrington's lecture ended with
the plea for an alternative to
Reagan through the collective efforts of people. He believes that
political movements can create a
social atmosphere to solve the
moral problem facing America.
"The 1980s will be a decade of turmoil and change," he concluded.

Renowed socialist philosopher Michael Harrington addresses Oak
Room audience Tuesday, February 3.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]
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The World in Focus
The chairman of the Senate Labor Committee has ordered another inquiry into the
activities of Secretary of Labor Raymond J.
Donovan in light of rumored shortcomings
which turned up in an FBI investigation.
One of Donovan's activities has been
reported as involvement with members of
organized crime groups. The second
rumored shortcoming of Donovan is said to
be his involvement in payoffs in organized
crime.

The Reagan administration and the
Senate are looking for a way to translate
this country's concern that the Iranian
situation will never take place again. The
desired pact would require punishment for
any country which might take foreign nations captive in the future. Senator Charles
Percy, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, is suggesting an agreement among nations that would impose a
trade embargo against any nation that
would take hostages.

* * *

The United States may have problems
meeting Iran's next demanded deadline due
to an account in the Bank of England which
over the next six months will receive $1
billion of now-frozen Iranian deposits held
in American banks' domestic branches. The
funds in this account would be used to pay
off any Americans who have claims against
Iran.

The women population of Switzerland
celebrated the tenth anniversary of their
right to vote last Saturday. Now, they are
looking forward to more rights which would
put them on a par with Swiss men. On June
14, the Swiss will vote on their own version
of the Equal Rights Amendment. The bill
will call for equal rights with men in laws, at
home, and in the workplace, along with
"equal pay in jobs of equal value."

President Reagan signed his first bill into
law last week with a bill that will raise the
limit on federal borrowing to $985 billion.
Reagan commented that he was most pleased and enthusiastic that Congress
cooperated so willingly in passing legislation proposed by the President. Reagan
looks forward to a speedy economic
recovery plan, provided that Congress remains working closely with him.

* * *

* * *

Seven masked gunmen from the Irish
Republican Army attacked and blew up a
British coal ship anchored off the Irish
coast. The ship later sank, killing all crew
members aboard. The IRA warned that any
other British ship entering the Irish waters
could face the same fate.

The government has stated that the
Women's Liberation Movement and the
economic hard times are responsible for the
steep decline in the nation's birth rate. The
current birth rate for American couples is
set at 2.2 children per family, just a point
above the rate of 2.1 children per family in
Japan and many European countries.

The Environmental Protection Agency is
in trouble. Presently they are plagued with
problems of too few investigators to follow
up consumer complaints and to gather
evidence for Justice Department lawyers.
The EPA is involved in enforcing safety laws
for hazardous chemicals and other waste
products.

The Reagan administration has described
the disappearance of seventeen Atlanta
children as a "nightmare" and has secured
federal funds to continue the search. Some
four hundred to five hundred concerned
citizens of Atlanta showed up last Saturday
in the northwest and southwest section of
the city, hoping to turn up some evidence.

Gay rights demonstrations continue. Last
week's demonstration against the arrest of
253 men in Toronto's city steam baths
resulted in injuries to some of the marchers
involved. Some 1,000 men showed up for
the demonstration which involved a scuffle
with Toronto police.

* * •

* • *

Club Status Needed For Game Assassins
by Jim Battaglia
A game that has drawn the interest of nearly one-fifth of the
campus has been delayed in its
implementation pending club
status.
Assassin, the national college
craze that has been organized
locally by Tim Reis and Brian Carmichael, is in the process of
becoming a club with more than
500 members. The two leaders are
currently drawing up a constitution to be approved by the Student

Legislature and Campus Center
and Activities Director James Fitzpatrick.
The lack of status prevented the
club from collecting dues for
plastic dart guns and game-ending
party at their February 1 organizational meeting. Graduate Activities Assistant Jennifer Jones
warned Reis and Carmichael that
they must be an approved club
before money could be collected.
Instead, only names were collected and rules were reviewed.

Carmichael said he received
Fitzpatrick's permission to use
Gonzaga Auditorium for the
February 1 meeting with the agreement the game would seek official
club status. After the meeting, one
of the organizers acknowledged
their misunderstanding of the
situation, saying "I thought I
could collect money, but I
couldn't."
Orginally, Reis had said he planned for the university version of
Assassin to be a small scale

Bangkok Flu Invades Campus
continued from page 1
more in the throat than chest. At
present there is no antibiotic to
combat the flu, and therefore the
infirmary can only give supportive
medication. In other words, if the
patient has a cough, then cough
medicine is prescribed; if the student has a fever, then he or she is
given aspirin. "So far nobody has
been sent home, but a few people
have stayed in the infirmary temporarily," commented Dr. Santella.
A rumor attached to this situation had students wondering if the
university would close. According
to the medical staff, even though
there were a greater number of
students going to the infirmary,
they did not consider the outbreak

to be of epidemic proportions. Dr.
Santella stated that the closing of
the university is a rarity, and to his
knowledge had occurred only
once, about four or five years ago.
He added that class attendance is
an important factor in determining
whether to shut down the school
or not. The attendance of professors was of greater value,
because the teaching staff would
be unable to hold enough classes
in order to make it worthwhile to
keep Fairfield open. Dr. Santella
also pointed out, "You need more
than a long weekend to get over an
outbreak such as this, therefore
the ony time we might decide to
close down would be near a vacation, so that students would have
an opportunity to shake the illness

IT'S DOWN THE HILL

*o* GOOD
SANDWICHES

completely."
Mr. William P. Schimpf, VicePresident of Student Services,
echoed these views and added
that the decision to close would
be in the interest of maintaining
the health of the community, and
that students would be sent home
only if the virus were contagious
to the university alone. "There
would be no reason to send
students home if they have as
good a chance of contracting the
flu there as they do here at the
university," commented Dean
Schimpf. In discussing plans the
university has for closing the
school, Dean Schimpf stated that
there were no established procedures because this type of situation doesn't happen too often.

For Lunch

Take A Study Break

For Supper
For Sunday Brunch

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

Both men said they did not plan

on forming a club and feel that the
edict offered by Fitzpatrick was to
"stop us from starting the game".
However, they were certain the
constitution would be approved
and the game would begin soon.
"It's a game, that's all it is, and
that's all it is intended to be," said
Carmichael. "We have people in-1
volved from the beach, the condos
and everywhere else on campus.
Thay all want to play."

Theft Incites Halt
Of Ring Sales
A representative of Josten's,
the University's ring company, has
recently reported that two traditional ring samples were stolen
during ring promotion days this
year. The most recent theft occured during the February 5 visit.
The previous theft occured during
the second week of the fall
semester.
Other students standing in the
table area at the time of the theft
have stated that they can identify
the thief and are presently aiding
in the final stages of the search.
Over the course of the past two
years, a total of five samples have

been stolen at an approximate
replacement cost of $150.00 each.
The salesman who is serving the
University must bear the cost of
these replacements. Accordingly,
the company has taken the position that all ring sales at the
University will be suspended until
the ring stolen on February 5 is
returned "no questions asked" in
an envelope to the MIRROR office.
A reward will be offered when the
ring is returned. If the ring has not
been returned by February 19 the
company will resume the search
and the questioning of the
witnesses to determine the identity of the individual involved.

PoAtez't *JCowez Shop
2341 BLACK ROCK TPKE.

PHONE: 371-0513

FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06430

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

replica of the game explained in
People Magazine. However, the interest blossomed overnight to the
point where club status would be
needed. "They are going to need
university facilities to organize,"
explained Club Director Lisa
LaGuardia as to why club status
was needed. "We're not making it
impossible for them; we want
some organization involved in
this."

CORSAGES—ROSES
TELBiORtSr
VALENTINE ARRANGEMENTS
(Cash & Carry $6.99)

Continuous Dining 11:30 AM - 1 AM
(Fri. & Sat. 'til 2 AM)

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!

2316 Post Road, Fairfield • 255-0026

HOURS: 9 am - 5 pm Daily, except Sun

(V: mile east of Conn. Tnpk. Exit 19)
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Campus Notes
Commuters Sponsor Oakroom
An attempt to foster interaction
between commuting students and
on-campus residents is one of the
first priorities of the new Commuter Club officers, according to
Treasurer Mark Janick. Janick was
recently one of four officers
elected, joining President Mark
Floberg, Vice President Scott
Chopskie and Secretary Scott
Poarch.
The new policy will embark
when the club co-sponsors an Oak
Room social after the FairfieldAmerican University basketball
game February 13. The event will
run from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. and
will cost $1 to get in. With the help
of the Student Entertainment
Commission (SEC), live entertainment and beer will be provided.
"We would like to dispel rumors
that we are not involved on the
campus," said Janick. "We do not
want to be portrayed as a select
group. There should be greater interaction between the residents
and the students."
Spend Summer in Vienna
Spend three weeks of your summer in Vienna. The trip includes a

roundtrip ticket on Lufthansa,
from N.Y.C. Accommodations in a
Catholic students' residence in
downtown Vienna; rooms with two
beds, shower; breakfast 7 days
and dinner Monday through Friday. Residence is near Vienna
University where an inexpensive
lunch in its mensa (restaurant) is
available.
The approximate price is $900.
Those interested should contact
Dr. Frank Bukvich, Canisius 28,
F.U. ext. 2509.
Theatre Passes
There are a number of discount
theatre passes available in the Office of Student Services, Loyola
100, for New York City theatres.
Attention
Financial Aid Applications for
the 1981-1982 academic year are
available in the Financial Aid Office, Loyola Hall, Room 1E.
UConn Professor Speaks
Psi Chi and The Student Nurses'
Association present "LIFE AT
DEATH," a discussion of out of
body experiences. The talk will be
given by Kenneth Ring, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, UConn. This
will take place on February 12, at

Prize Winning Poet
To Lecture
Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer
Prize winner and Laureate of Illinois, will read selections of her
own poetry at Fairfield University
on Friday, Feb. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Campus Center Oak Room.
Miss Brooks also plans to hold an
afternoon poetry workshop for
students and to visit classes to
discuss her books, all of which
focus primarily on the black experience.
Audiences have described Miss
Brooks as an accomplished actress who delivers an "electric performance". The poet, who is the
recipient of 30 honorary doctorates, was recently elected to
the National Institute of Arts and
Letters, and presented with the
Shelley Memorial Award by the
Poetry Society of America, honors
ranked among the most coveted
awards of the literary world.
Miss
Brooks
was
also

nominated for the National Book
Award in 1969 for her book-length
poem, "In The Mecca". She has
authored one novel and nearly a
dozen books of selected poetry.
Her book "Annie Allen", written in
the experimental sonnet-ballad
form, earned her the 1950 Pulitzer
Prize.
Two libraries-the Afro American
Arts Center of Western Illinois
University, and the Black
Woman's Committee House of
Chicago-have been established in
her honor.
Miss Brook's poetry has been
called a "bridge between the quiet
and vibrant racial protest of
today". Her presentation at Fairfield University is sponsored by
the Student Association and the
English Department, in cooperation with UMOJA, the minority
students' association, and the Office of Special Events. Admission
is $1.

fiUGCJSTINIfiNS
"HOW CAN I

3:30 p.m. on the 3rd floor lounge,
Bannow. Wine and cheese will be
served.
Summer Jobs Available
The State of Connecticut is
looking for qualified college
students to man its 12 Highway
Tourist Information Centers during the summer of 1981, it was announced last week by Barnett D.
Laschever, Director of Tourism for
the Connecticut Department of
Economic Development.
"We maintain and operate our
Centers mostly along the Interstate System and we like to
staff them with college students
who live in or near the areas served by each Center," Laschever

Jobs Offered
Internationally
Job opportunities in Europe this
summer.. .Work this summer in
the forests of Germany; on construction in Austria; on farms in
Germany, Sweden, and Denmark;
in industries in France and Germany; in hotels in Switzerland.
For twenty years students made
their way across the Atlantic
through A.E.S. Service to take part
in the actual life of the people of
these countries. The success of
this project has caused a great
deal of enthusiastic interest and
support both in America and
Europe. American-European Student Service offers students jobs
in
Germany,
Scandinavia,
England, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Italy and Spain. The jobs
consist of forestry work, child care
work, farm work, hotel work, construction work, and some other
more qualified jobs requiring more
specialized training.
The purpose of this program is
to afford the student an opportunity to get into real living contact
with the people and customs of
Europe. In this way, a concrete effort can be made to learn
something of the culture of
Europe. In return for his or her
work, the student will receive his
or her room and board, plus a
wage. However, students should
keep in mind that they will be
working on the European
economy and wages will naturally
be scaled accordingly. The working conditions will be strictly controlled by the labor ministries of
the countries involved.
In most cases, the employers
have made requests especially for
American students. Hence they
are particularly interested in the
student and want to make the
work as interesting as possible.
Please write for further information and application forms to:
American-European StudentService, Box 70, FL9493 Mauren,
Liechtenstein (Europe).

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Thursday, February 12: "And Now for Something Completely
Different" with Monty Python will be shown in Gonzaga
Auditoriumn at 7:30 & 9:30 p.m. The movie is much funnier than the
T.V. show. This is a must for all Monty Python fans. Admission is $1.
There is another showing Sat. February 14 at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, February 13: Men's Basketball is at home against U.S. INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY. Game-time is 7:30. Immediately
following is a post-game party in the Oak Room sponsored by the
Commuter Club. The party features Fairfield's own "Blues
Brothers" and lasts from 9-1 a.m.
Saturday, February 14: Happy Valentines' Day. Don't forgt to show
your favorite guy or gal how much you care!
Hockey at home against Nicols College. Gametime is 8 p.m. at the
Wonderland of Ice, Bridgeport.
Monday, February 16: No Classes. Happy President's Day. Thankyou George and Abe for havings birthdays just when we needed a
day off!
Wednesday, February 18: "Evenings of Music" presents Japanese
violinist, Hamao Fujiwara, at 8 p.m. in the Oak Room. Tickets are $1
with F.U.I.D.
Thursday, February 19: Men's Basketball against Holy Cross at
Madison Square Garden. Gametime is 8 p.m. There will be a bus
sponsored by FUSA going to the game. Students can sign up in the
Campus Center Lobby during the week.

said. They are in Danbury, Southington, Wallingford, Willington,
North Stonington, Westbrook,
Darien, Plainfield, Greenwich, and
Middletown.
He added, "We need vigorous,
patient, neatly-dressed young people who enjoy meeting and serving
the traveling public and who are
enthusiastic about 'selling' the
State of Connecticut."
The Tourism Division will hold
interviews at its offices at 210
Washington Street in Hartford
(1/2-mile south of the State Capitol)
weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. The Department is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Appointments for interviews
may be made by writing to Charles
Norwood at the Department of
Economic Development, 210
Washington Street, Hartford, CT.,
06106, or calling Mr. Norwood at
566-3977.

Lower Thermostats
Give Better Health
68 degrees F. Sure it's good for
the economy. But is it good for
your health?
Yes. Lower room temperatures
can substantially reduce the
likelihood of respiratory infections, but for reasons related to
humidity, really, more so than that.
Here's why:
When the relative humidity of
the air in a room is below about
40%, the delicate membranes that
line your nose and throat tend to
dry out and crack, giving germs
easy access to your bloodstream.
It is important to breathe air that is
moist enough to prevent this.
In the winter, however, that can
be difficult because: if the humidity of the air outside your home is a

MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?'
One way may be to live within the Augustinlan Fraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life for several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with .one heart In
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Reverend John P. Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova, PA 19085
(215) 525-5612

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

789-1169 (Collect)
101 WHITNEY AVE.
NEW HAVEN
Branch at
800 SILVER LANE
E. HARTFORD 568-7927

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Name
Cltv
School nr Occ.
Phon«

Hamao Fujiwara
This is just to remind everyone
that on February 18 at 8 p.m.
Hamao Fujiwara, a world famous
violinist, will perform live in the
Campus Center Oak Room as part
of the Evenings of Music Series.
Admission is $5; senior citizens
$2.50; F.U.I.D. $1. For more information call 255-5411 ext. 2644.
This event is sponsored by the
Office of Special Events.
Ford Insider
"Communication Skills" is the
title of the winter issue of Ford's
Insider, a 24-page, full-color supplement to the MIRROR, scheduled to appear in the February 19th
issue.
The upcoming issue offers
students information on how to
improve communication skills.
Featured are topics such as cures
for writers' block, interviewing
techniques, etc.

relatively safe 60% at a
temperature of 15 degrees, that
humidity plummets to a very
"thirsty" 7% when that same air is
heated to 70 degrees inside your
home.
So.. .the more you heat the air
in your home during the winter,
the more you lower its humidity
and as a result, increase your
chances of respiratory infection.
Keeping your thermostat down,
on the other hand, keeps humidity
up. For every 3 degrees you lower
the temperature of the air in your
house, you increase the humidity
of that air about 10%. So if you're
now at 70 degrees, and a humidity
of 30%, you increase that humidity to within a safe range of 40% by
dropping your thermostat to a
patriotic 67 degrees.
In
summary,
lower
temperatures mean higher
humidities, which mean greater
feelings of warmth on the skin and
less chance of parched noses and
throats giving access to infection.

STILLS0N
PHARMACY

Gus Hatzis, B.S., R. PH., Mgr.
David Bartku, Reg. Ph., Notary Public

SURGICAL SUPPLIES

Family Record
System Of
Prescriptions
Greeting Cards
Fanny Farmer Candles

367-7729
2145 Black Rock Tpke.

Stata

Zip
Ana

Fairfield University Class will begin
Saturday Feb. 7-9:30 AM
in Science Building—Room 254

(Dolans Corner)
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ASK
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OUR FREE
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Editorials
Is Anyone Listening?
Last Tuesday a late announcement
by the Elections Committee brought
the Fairfield University Student
Association presidential primaries to
an abrupt close. Apparently, one of the
contenders was deemed ineligible due
to his academic standing. It is of
course unfortunate that the individual
was forced to withdraw under such circumstances. Yet more distressing was
the Election Committee's own negligence in allowing the ineligible candidate to seek the position without an
earlier reprimand. As a result of the
procrastination, the hopes and campaign efforts of three other candidates
were unnecessarily jarred.
There is little doubt that the remaining candidates will have regained their
composure when elections resume this
week. However, the Election Committee's gaff reflects a persistent problem
through the years—that is, the breakdown in communication between administrators, students, and faculty.
Worse, the methods of communication, although usually effective, are
often as impersonal as a phone bill.
The student body deserves better treatment from the Office of the President
than a mimeographed letter announcing a finalized policy change or another
tuition hike. It is for this reason that I
ask Father Kelley to consider this suggestion: Rather than send out mimeographed letters announcing tuition increases (that are wholly unexpected by
the students), would it not be better to
address a variety of issues in a single
State of the University Message? In
this manner students, as well of faculty
and administrators can get a peek at
the goals and obstacles facing the

University. The address clearly would
be a more personal approach and could
be conducted in a relaxed manner.
I am not suggesting that we curtail
the practice of sending out memos via
the mail; I am only suggesting that administrators, particularly those in executive positions, make themselves
more visible to the student body. It is
much more refreshing for students to
become familiar with a face than with a
telephone extension or an office
number.
Another area of communication
which requires some improvement is
the system by which students receive
word of class cancellations. For a commuter fighting early morning traffic to
make a first period class, or a student
braving freezing temperatures to conquer the road to Xavier, the sight of an
obscure note tacked onto, a door is
somewhat disheartening. Surely the
placement of a cancellation board in
the Campus Center would save
students time and frustration. Perhaps
even early morning cancellation announcements made by WVOF would
alleviate the problem somewhat.
These suggestions are not ultimate
panaceas to the problem of communication. But they prove that there
are alternatives available. It will be our
responsibility to take that first step in
resolving this controversy. When we initiate that step we will have made a major effort to improve the quality of correspondence that occurs within this institution.

Frank P. Malinconico
Editorial, The MIRROR

LETTERS

Arts And Science
For the past two years the College of Arts
and Sciences has held an awards competition to recognize unusual achievement by
students and to acknowledge the commitment to liberal arts studies at Fairfield. I am
pleased to announce the third annual
renewal of the competition and to seek your
active participation.
This year the awards have been reorganized into subcategories to better reflect the
varieties of creative effort. Arts awards will
be offered in the Humanities and in Visual/Expressive Arts; the Science Competition will take place within the Social
Sciences and Natural Sciences subgroups.
Awards will be made to students whose
work in the judgment of the Awards Committees best represents original and creative efforts in their respective fields. In addition to receiving a prize of $150, the recipients of the awards as well as several
finalists will be invited to publicly present
their submissions.
Projects or papers should be submitted

to a member of the appropriate committee
on or before April 1, 1981. Individual and
team projects are acceptable as are student/faculty projects to which the student
has made a significant and creative contribution.
Since the competition is open to all Arts
and Sciences students and thus to a multitude of talents, ideas, and expressions, the
range of submissions eligible for consideration is quite broad. Members of the Awards
Committees will be happy to discuss
criteria of and procedure for submission
with an interested student.
The success of the competition depends
on our common commitment to its purpose
and goals. I urge your support and participation in the form of encouragement of a
fellow student. Any suggestions you might
make concerning the Arts and Sciences
Awards would be most welcome.
Sincerely,
Stephen L. Weber, Ph.D.
Dean of Arts and Sciences

Cheers
To FUSA for sponsoring Punk Night In The
Oakroom last week.. .Special thanks to
Blotto and The Rift for turning Preppies into
Punkers overnight.. To Professors Orman
and Cassidy for their thought-provoking
contributions to the Readers Forum Section
last week.. .Hope those other profs take
note and get those typewriters
clicking.. To the new President Elect of
FUSA.. .Good luck on your new post. We're
certain that the future of Student Government will be in good hands.. To WVOF for
daring to bring variety to the music
scene.. .Sometimes, listening to the same
40 tunes hour after hour can drive a person
crazy. . .To the courageous ski team
members who went to the aid of an accident
victim last week.. .If you don't get a citation
for heroism we'll file a protest.. .Good to
know that Fairfield students are there when
you need 'em.. To the hockey enthusiast
who took a taxi to the last game.. .Now
that's dedication.. To Special Events for
once again bringing talent to this campus in
The Paul Gaulin Mime Co.. .Word has it that
the group was the best to hit town in several
years. Keep up the good work. We're behind
y'all.. To the Irish Society for bringing a
touch of the Emerald Isle to the
weekend. . .To the typists who have
volunteered their time and efforts in helping
us publish each week.. .We couldn't do it
without you.. To Dennis Cronin and the
Fairfield Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee for bringing Michael Harrington
to campus.. .It's refreshing to hear from
people on the "other side" of the political
fence.. To the approach of Valentines
Day.. .A card and box of candy is just the Rx
for the lovelorn...

To those responsible for the cancellation
of the FUSA primaries last week.. .It's a
good thing you didn't wait 'til the polls closed before discovering a candidate was ineligible. Who's in charge of screening candidates anyway?.. To the jewel thief who
made off with a gold ring sample.. .I hope
you realize that Josten's will not be serving
this university. That means a lot of seniors
will be missing rings this spring.. To the
pyro who torched a bulletin down in
Southeast. Nice going Ace. Now how would
you like to share the cost of replacing the
door?.. To those who missed the Mirage
Mime Group.. .Actions speak louder than
words, and this company was something to
see.. .To the lack of letters to the
Editor.. .C'mon you guys, the pen is
mightier than you think.. To the person
who smashed windows on the three floors
of Loyola.. .It may not have occurred to you
but this is a university, not an urban renewal
site.. To the Graduate Record Exams last
week.. There are better ways to spend a
Saturday morning than filling in little ovals
on an answer sheet.. To the absence of a
wall clock in the control room of the Media
Center.. .How are we ever going to make it
to prime time if we can't tell what the time
is? .. To the cashiers office for having two
windows open and only one person working. . That cash line looked like a bread line
from the Depression.. To those who missed Punk Night with Blotto. . .It was
something you had to see to
believe.. .Finally, to those who haven't sent
out their Valentine cards.. .Better not let
this one slip by, you might regret it.. To
those individuals at the beach who persist
in
stealing
food
from
their
neighbors.. .With friends like that who
needs enemies? Why don't you guys get off
the charity kick and start earning your
meals.

Tribute To Ella
She was tough under adversity. She
didn't buckle when the pressure was on.
She was a fearless, determined politician
who didn't yield to power.
But on February 5th former Governor Ella
T. Grasso succumbed to the cancer that she
so fervently battled the past year.
Mrs. Grasso's courage carried over into
her role as governor. She is probably best
remembered for her strength during the
February, 1978 blizzard that paralyzed the
entire state. Almost singlehandedly she
kept spirits high and allowed Connecticut
to dig out from its worst disaster in years.

She liked to see herself as a governor in
tune with the public. As Governor, Mrs.
Grasso made state government more open,
defended the poor and elderly, and fought
increases in spending that would have
made a state income tax a necessity.
She initially received national recognition
for being the first woman elected governor
without following her husband in office.
Later on, however, she became a national
figure in her own right. As we mourn her today, we should remember her as a governor
for the people rather than a governor of the
people.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Falwell Vs. Penthouse
One of this month's more interesting happenings has been the see-saw battle between Penthouse Magazine and the Reverend Jerry Falwell. According to the New
York Times, Rev. Falwell is a bit angry over
an interview about him being one of this
month's feature attractions in the magazine. As of yet the courts have not reached a
decision and Rev. Falwell's interview is now
on the newsstands.
For the most part Rev. Falwell's attack on
Penthouse has been fueled by his belief
that the magazine is immoral. This is indeed
a tragedy, for in his attack on Penthouse
Magazine the Reverend has failed to see
beyond his narrow religious beliefs and his
views on morality to see that publications
such as Penthouse are also anti-woman\
Although the American Civil Liberties
Union and those crafty lawyers on the Pen-

thouse payroll will probably win the court
case now pending against Penthouse by
pleading the first amendment, it is unfortunate that the public fails to realize what a
serious crime Penthouse and the entire pornographic industry is guilty of. The crime I
am talking about is the daily degradation,
exploitation, oppression and psychological
abuse these magazines and the entire pornographic empire inflict upon this country's
female population. Since most people will
agree that integral to every healthy
democratic society is the vision of a society
free of sexual oppression, we all must begin
to recognize the crimes committed by the
entire pornographic industry on more than
half of this nation's citizens. Until this is
done one must realize that oppression will
continue to be a reality in this nation.
Sincerely,
Dennis Cronin
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Reader's Forum
Fairfield, Jesuits and Haig
by Walter J. Petry
Each Jesuit community throughout the
world, according to the decision of the 32nd
General Congregation of the Society of
Jesus, December 1974-March 1975, has
been instructed to explore the theme "Faith
and Justice," in order to better relate that
community's existence and purpose to the
fulfillment of justice. Each Jesuit community was to explore the meaning and application of justice within the sphere of its own
activities, being always mindful of "objective" norms of justice dictated by conscience, reason, Christian love.
Thus, for example, the Jesuits (and, of
course, their lay colleagues—Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Moslem, agnostic, atheist)
at Fairfield are committed to the traditional
idea of university education in a Christian
context. They are teaching youth mostly of
the upper middle class, many of whom will
go out and occupy places in the middle
echelons of the American Establishment.
How does this mission square with their
commitment (and that of their lay colleagues) to faith and justice? Should they
be engaged in such a mission? If so, how
should they proceed? What must they emphasize? What kind of graduate should they
aim to create? What kind of atmosphere
should permeate the campus, what kind of
models held up to the students?
Recipients of honorary degrees are, of
course, some of the more obvious models
which the University holds up for emulation.
Does Alexander Haig, who postponed his
scheduled appearance at Fairfield in 1980
because of illness, merit the degree Doctor
of Laws (the probable category he will
receive) and the profound honor of delivering the official commencement address?
Does this square with a reasonable understanding of the University's commitment to
faith and justice?
Before I consider that immediate question, it might be profitable to consider for a
moment the complex history of the Jesuits
and some of the different concepts of faith
and justice which motivated them over the
past four centuries. For, though the 32nd
Congregation established "faith and justice" as its theme, the Jesuits whole history
has been devoted to the position that Christian faith and human reason can lead both
to eternal salvation and temporal justice.
It is well that contemporary Jesuits have
been asked to ponder these concepts
because their past intuitions of them have
led to some curious manifestations. While
Isaac Jogues, for example, was being tortured and tomahawked by Iroquois Indians,
whom he was attempting to convert, at what
is now Auriesville, New York, in 1646, some
of his French colleagues were engaged in
writing manuals of casuistry which found
excuses for nobility at the court of Louis
XIV, who considered the Lenten fast too
burdensome to observe. Rather different
concepts of faith and justice.
In 1607 Spanish and Italian Jesuits were
attempting to prevent the Guarani Indians
from being enslaved by Spanish and Portuguese colonists and ultimately retreated
with the Indians in a heroic trek into the
remoteness of Paraguay where they ultimately created a prosperous, peaceful and
secure, if paternalistic society. At the same
time (1605 to be exact), Polish Jesuits promised an Orthodox monk, Dmitri, whom
they knew was falsely claiming to be the
rightful heir to the throne of Russia, that if
he would convert to Roman Catholicism and
allow them to work freely in Russia, they
would, with the help of the Polish nobility,
overthrow the unpopular czar (Boris Godunov) so that he, Dmitri, could take the
throne of Russia.* Again, radically different
approaches to faith and justice.
Ignacio de Loyola, founder of the Jesuits,
a febrile, sensitive soul (very much in the
mold of his contemporary, equally guiltridden and intensely individualistic Martin
Luther) instructed his followers to "believe
that the white I see is black if the hierarchical Church so defines it," a notion which
on first glance seems ludicrous but which is
not if considered from the context of the
raging theological controversies and
resulting insecurities of the 16th century.

In any case, one of the most original
thinkers of the 20th century, the scientist,
theologian and poet, Teilhard de Chardin,
S.J., loyal to Loyola's instruction, submitted
to the same Roman Curia which had threatened the 69-year-old Galileo with torture in
1633 unless he retracted his heliocentric
theory. This time the Curia wanted silence,
so Chardin died a grotesquely holy and
lonely death in 1955 along the banks of the
Hudson, hiding his light under a bushel
basket. In only a slightly less poignant
situation, the admirable Robert J. Drinan,
S.J., retired from the United States Congress this year, honoring the dictates of an
imperial pope, despite Drinan's increasing
effectiveness as spokesman for justice for
groups who have no lobbyists and get little
justice. Again, strange understandings of
faith and justice.
In honoring a man such as General Haig,
Fairfield University is honoring the
American Establishment and all for which it
has stood since America became an imperial nation, by accident, after the war in
1945. For all its domestic material
achievements (enjoyed in various degrees
of inequity by no more than 70% of the
population), the American Establishment,
equally under a Kennedy, a Johnson or a
Nixon, guided by cold war ideology has, in
plain fact, killed infinitely more people in its
foreign interventions than did the Soviet
Union in all its incursions into Hungary
(1956), Czechoslovakia (1968) and
Afghanistan (1980ff).
No one who has had any complicity in
such undertakings can in good conscience
be held up as a model, especially a man who
has had a Jesuit education and who
declares that he wants to continue "to seek
a world structured on the Christian-Judeo
values that you and I cherish today." Are we
ready to declare that Judeo-Christian values
allowed the massive bombing of a neutral
nation which was being abused by the Vietcong (Cambodia, 1969-70 and Christmas,
1972)? That they sanctioned withholding
the fact of those bombings from the State
and Defense Departments and wiretapping
to determine where the inevitable leaks
originated? Do Judeo-Christian values permit the overthrow of the constitutionally
elected chief executive of Chile, Salvador
Allende, a declared Marxist all his life,
because ITT and other American investors
found the economic climate unsatisfactory? Alexander Haig played an active role
on the "team" that made all these decisions
and he has subsequently stood by them.
Does it not reveal a terribly deficient
understanding of law and democracy for a
man to label as "traitor" the Chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
(formerly Senator William Fulbright)
because he was outspokenly critical of the
Vietnam War?
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We're Still In The Dark
by Tom Callahan
The subject is taboo here at Fairfield
University. The administration, Student Services, and the MIRROR all apparently feel
that it is best to keep students in the dark.
A Bridgeport area rapist has been terrorizing the surrounding cities and towns
for a period of three months. No official
comment has been made by the university.
Instead many students still do not know
about this man and are, therefore, not taking the appropriate precautions. Do we have
to wait until a student is attacked before we
alert the rest of the campus community?
The reported rapes occurred in the
Bridgeport area from mid-November until
Christmas and since then there have been
numerous cases of attempted assaults.
Women in the area have been asked by
police to take special precautions such as
traveling in pairs and notifying friends and
relatives of when to expect you.
Instead of issuing a statement expressing caution and concern, the university has
created an atmosphere of uncertainty.
Those who know about the attacks are
naturally aware of the danger. The lack of information about the matter has led to
numerous rumors and unconfirmed reports.
Those who still don't know about the rapes
are likely doing things that would be considered unsafe.

Adding to the suspicion on campus has
been the actions of Security personnel in
the past week. According to reliable
sources, in at least one instance Security
has stopped a female student walking alone
late at night and warned her that an unidentified man has been reported on campus.
In response to this article both Phyllis
Fitzpatrick and Mr. Vincent Brennan, director of Security, have stated that it was
"never their intention to keep anyone in the
dark."
Mr. Brennan asked, "Where was the
Mirror last semester when the rapes
started?" He also expressed concern to
female students by urging them to "be
cautious, watch when and where you go and
who you go with. Go in a group and keep informed" by reading local papers and listening to local stations.
Officer Todd Pelazza said students
should avoid dark areas of campus and call
Security if they see .anything suspicious.
Security also offers an escort service for
female students concerned for their safety.
The question of why the student community wasn't informed of the danger
before now still remains. Does the blame lie
with the MIRROR, Student Services, Security or all three organizations. Clearly someone hasn't been doing their job. The safety
of the students must be of primary impor-i
tance at ail times.

A World Hungry

For the next few weeks I will be presenting excerpts from a six-week learning
seminar concerning world hunger put out
by Bread for the World. Each week The
Hunger Action Coalition on campus discusses a segment and we invite you to join
us in this learning experience.
Diane Filiano
For these reasons and for all the others
so clearly delineated by Professor John OrWhat is it like to be hungry? Hunger is a
man in last week's issue of The Mirror, I cannot believe that we at Fairfield can go child with shrivelled limbs and a swollen
through with this plan to single out Alex- belly. It is the grief of parents, or a person
ander Haig for an accolade so inappropriate gone blind for lack of Vitamin A. A single example of hunger is one too many. But in
to him.
1974, the United Nations reported that by
Doctor of Laws. Is there no one better the most conservative estimate, more than
qualified for this extraordinary honor than 460 million people are permanently hungry.
General Haig? Not Father Drinan? Not any They don't get enough calories to make a
of those Jesuits who have been run out of normal life possible and their number is inGuatemala and El Salvador because they creasing.
fight for real justice? Not Michael HarWhen famine reaches dramatic proporrington, a credit to his eight years of Jesuit tions, we occasionally view on television
education? Not Dan Berrigan, S.J., who has the faces of hunger in refugee camps, shanbeen willing to suffer imprisonment to ty towns, or crowded city streets. But for
awaken us to injustice?
the most part, hunger if invisible. Relatively
few victims have shrivelled limbs or beg
It is not too late to reconsider and to from tourists. Instead they suffer for years
quietly and gracefully rescind the invitation in quiet obscurity. Their bodies and often
and prevent Fairfield from further identify- their minds function at half pace. They get
ing itself with an Establishment (liberal, sick too often and die too soon. When death
capitalist, and materialist) which so fre- arrives, it seldom comes as an undisguishquently compromises its professed prin- ed case of starvation. Usually it takes the
ciples for greed, convenience, comfort and more merciful form of measles or diarrhea
power, values which we all have to resist in or some other ordinary disease.
the name of God, humanity, justice and our
In Living Poor Moritz Thomson, a 48-yearown personal integrity and well-being.
old farmer from the state of Washington,
tells of his experience as a Peace Corps
*The Calvinist and Jesuit notion, "destabili- volunteer in a remote village of Ecuador.
zation for Jesus" (see John Knox and Mary During a drought, people in a nearby village
Queen of Scots). Contemporary American "were selling their children before they died
and Soviet secret agents are thoroughly of hunger; autopsies on the ones who had
familiar with the technique, "destabilization died revealed stomachs full of roots and
dirt." In his own village, the birth of a
for mammon."

stillborn child was occasion for jubilant
celebration, since it meant that someone
had become an angelito without all the suffering.
Arthur Simon
Bread for the World
There is abundant evidence that large
numbers of human beings suffer from malnutrition. Estimates by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the
World Bank, respectively, suggest that
around 450 million and possibly as many as
a billion people do not receive sufficient
food. Most of these people live in the
developing countries.
Malnutrition causes millions of premature deaths each year. It is a contributing
factor to diseases in many parts of the
world, ranging from schistosomiasis in
Africa to some kinds of cancer in the United
States. In some societies, 40 percent of the
children die before they reach the age of
five, mostly from nutrition-related causes. A
substantial poriton of the survivors suffer
handicaps of learning, behavior, and work
capacity because of inadequate diets and
recurring illness.
National Academy of the Sciences
World Food and Nutrition Study

*

* *

Hunger remains the tragic reality for
millions of the world's people. Starvation
and severe malnutrition are the everyday
reality for them. It has been estimated that
10,000 people die each day either from the
lack of enough food to sustain life or the
right food to ward off disease.
Most of the time the focus of our lives is
our own immediate world: our families,
neighbors, jobs, the bills to be paid. We forget that we are part of a much bigger world.
A world created and redeemed by God.
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Valentine's Day: The Gift of Love
by Terry Ryan
When the dying heroine of Eric
Segal's Love Story moaned, "Love
means never having to say you're
sorry," critics scoffed and some
married couples panned it as the
dumbest line they had ever heard.
But according to the Rev. Thomas
McGrath, professor of psychology
at Fairfield University, the girl really meant that she could already
see the apology on her husband's
face and in the way he stood. He
didn't need to tell her he was
sorry—she already knew. In fact,
Fr. McGrath continues, "I'm
sorry" is one of the most beautiful
love gifts one can offer. He implies, however, that most people
today carry their hearts in their
pockets. According to Fr. McGrath, Valentine flowers and candy and gifts are important to
couples because they are symbolic—they indicate love in terms
of dollars. The spoken "I love you"
is the weakest form of love communication because it gives the

recipient the option of disbelieving the statement. Fr. McGrath
maintains that although the written message is more potent than
the verbal, the gift makes the
greatest discernable impact.
The exchange of gifts is significant to us because of the element
of sacrifice involved. "True love,"
Fr. McGrath states emphatically,
"is a desperate need to give, to
suffer for the other. It is sacrifice
to the point of pain. There is a high
paying price involved in true love."
The gift becomes symbolic of the
"paying price" and the extent of
the love, and we equate a high
price tag with a loving heart.
An authority on stress and
human interaction, Fr. McGrath
notes, "We place a great deal of
importance on Valentine's Day
because relationships are the
basis of all human happiness. We
have a natural yearning for love
that is intensified as we become
aware of loving couples around us.
Valentine's Day can be particularly

LOVE \5...

stressful for the lonely person or
the lover in a one-sided affair."
As for the heart, which has become a universal symbol for love,
Fr. McGrath alleges this dates
back to primitive, tribal ages. The
symbol of two hearts pierced by
Cupid's arrow illustrates the
sacrifice, or "paying price," involved in a love relationship. Traditionally, we view the heart as the
focal point of love because of the
way it reacts when excited. The
heartbeat speeds up under stress,
such as love-making or physical
closeness to the beloved: adrenalin is released to all the muscles
in the body, and the heart being a
three-layered muscle, feels this intensely. When love goes awry, we
feel discomfort in the heart
because of the adrenalin, and
because stress causes the chest
muscles to contract painfully.
Like the symbol of the heart, the
love-fest also has ancient roots: it
originated as an annual springtime
fertility rite in ancient Rome. St.

Valentine, a Roman priest, was imprisoned and condemned for practicing his religious beliefs in the
early years of Christianity. The
night before his execution he
wrote a letter to his jailer's
daughter, whom he had befriended, and signed it "your Valentine."
He was executed on Feb. 14, A.D.
269, and this formerly religious
holiday has since become modern
man's romanticized fertility
celebration.
If sacrificing one's life for love
is too high a "paying price," one
might sever that vital artery that
connects heart and wallet and let
it bleed to the "point of pain."
That, says Fr. McGrath, is how
most people today measure the
extent of love—in terms of the
value of the symbolic gift.
Fr. McGrath's findings come
frorr\ a lifetime as a Jesuit and
psychologist specializing in
clinical and organizational
psychology.

Grossman's Second New York Recital
by Brian Swan
On Thursday, February 19 at
8:00 p.m. Dr. Orin Grossman, chairman of the Fine Arts Department
will present his second major New
York Recital. When asked about
the nature of the concert he stated
"The idea for this concert actually
grew out of my teaching courses
in American music here at Fairfield." He continued by saying "As
I learned more about our own musical traditions, I thought it would
,be fun to do a concert that was
half European and half American."
If there is anyone qualified to do
such a program it is Orin Grossman. He began his career at an
early age with piano and theory
studies at the Longy School of
Music in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This was followed by under-

ii

graduate studies at Harvard where
he won the coveted first prize in
the Concerto Competition, performing the Beethoven Concerto No.
4 with the Harvard-Radcliffe Orchestra. He completed his graduate studies at Yale. He has
taught at Yale, Brooklyn College
and has been chairman of the Fine
Arts department at Fairfield for
several years.
The program for the concert,
although varied, is thematically
linked. "All of the pieces on the
program are based on popular or
folk music." The program opens
with Mozart's Variations on the
French folk song "Ah vous dirai-je
maman." It is followed by "Valses
nobles et sentimentales" by Maurice Ravel. This takes a popular
dance form, the waltz, and puts it

through a series of rhythm and
meter changes. "From the musical
point of view," says Grossman,
"this is my favorite piece on the
program." The first half of the concert concludes with Bela Bartok's
"Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythms—from Mikrokosmos."
The second half of the program
concentrates on music from this
side of the Atlantic. This section
opens with a fairly short piece titled "In a Mist" by Bix Beiderbeck, a
great jazz trumpet player from the
1920's. The following are perhaps
the cornerstones of the whole
concert—four songs by Theolonius Monk. "The most unusual
pieces of the concert are the four
transcriptions of solos by the
great jazz pianist, Thelonius
Monk." Mr. Grossman continued,

■. - and where is your entry?"

by Jill Krusinski
"There is talent out there, just
sitting in drawers with potential,"
Dr. Edward Deak, a member of the
science award committee, said,
"you just have to get over that hurdle."
Once over those hurdles of apprehensions, one can see that the
Arts and Sciences Competition is
a golden opportunity to submit a
new conquest of intellect or resurrect an old piece instilled with
your mark of quality, personality.
Dr. Stephen Weber, Dean of Arts
and Sciences, from whose office
the award originates, explained
that the fundamental thrust of the
competition is to "encourage student creativity."
And Dr. Philip Eliasoph, an art
award committee member, described the annual competition as a
"testing ground, a preliminary laboratory experiment, to test the
true merit of one's work, a microcosm of real professional
challenges."
An outlet such as this would
certainly not go unnoticed, but
judging from the scant number of
entries received by award committee members, students are not
taking full advantage of the Arts
and Sciences competition.
Dean Weber credits the lack of
entries to the fact that the semester is just a few weeks old and that
there is still time to the April first
deadline. Others feel that possible
entrants may feel intimidated.
One can be assured that all projects are taken seriously and judged on their own merits. Dr.
Eliasoph emphasized that this is
"not a classroom competition, for

the highest 'A' is not guaranteed
to win." Independent work is
strongly encouraged.
This year, as in the past, there is
a wide concept of what is acceptable. But this year, unlike the past
finds the sections of Art and
Science further subdivided into
two categories each. The Arts split
between a category of Humanities
and one of Expressive/Visual Arts
and two separate areas of scientific research of the Physical/Biological and the Social Sciences.
The winner of each category will

be presented a prize of $150 at an
awards ceremony. Both Drs. Deak
and Eliasoph termed the award as
recognition and glory for the individuals excelling in scholastics.
On a final note, Dr. Eliasoph added that "participation in the program already signals an accomplishment, the student is telling his peers, 'I believe in myself."
If you believe an effort of yours
does have potential, contact either
Dr. Deak, Dr. Eliasoph, or any
other faculty advisor; you are in
the running as soon as you take
the first step.

Iliquor Barrel
•

1434 Post Road

Deliveries Thurs., Fri. & Sat—6 P.M.

Call 259-1764

BUDWEISER

S1Q72

+ Tax
+ Dep.
Case 12 oz. Bottle

Lowest Price Allowable By Law!

LIQUOR BARREL
CUTS THE PRICE!
$Q81 ++ Tax
Dep.
^#Case

12 oz. Export Bottle

Sold In Cases Only.
■YOUR FLOOR PARTY HEADQUARTERS*

"These pieces do not exist in notation (are not available in printed
form). I have transcribed his solos
from recordings. To my knowledge
this is the first time that a classical piano recital has included
such material." When asked how
he thought the critics would react
to such an unusual performance,
he stated that he felt that the New
York critics were sophisticated
enough to appreciate what he was
doing. He explained that the Monk
pieces, in a broad sense are not
that different than the Mozart or
the Ravel in concept. Mozart altered the shape of the melody and
Ravel altered the rhythm. Monk
does both. "In all," stated
Grossman, "I'm most excited
about these pieces because they
are the most unique."
The closing work on the program is entitled "The Gershwin
Songbook." This is a collection of
eighteen songs composed and arranged by George Gershwin. After
a performance of this work at Fairfield, one critic referred to it as
"cocktail lounge music" and "jumpy jive." When asked if he was
afraid of similar reviews in New
York, he said, "The critics that
said that didn't realize that I was
playing Gershwin's own arrange-

ments. He thought that I was just
improvising. In New York they'll
know what I'm doing." He also
said that he feels as though he
plays this piece the best.
In closing, Grossman said, "It's
always nerve-racking to do a big
New York recital. The city is the
music capitol of the world and
every artist must periodically test
himself against the highest standards possible. When I gave my
debut a few years ago (Carnegie
Hall, 1978) it was a great comfort
to see so many people from Fairfield there. I hope to see them
there on the 19th."
The concert is on February 19,
1981, at 8:00 p.m. at the Abraham
Goodman House, 129 West 67th
Street. Tickets are available in the
Campus Center office at $3.00.
Bus transportation will be provided to and from the concert for ap
additional $2.50 for all those who
would like it. The bus will leave
from the Campus Center at 6:00
p.m. and will return by midnight.
The unusual program, coupled
with the superior playing of Dr.
Grossman makes this a unique
New York experience and everyone is encouraged to attend what
could very possibly be a turning
point in the realm of classical
piano recitals.

1438 Post Rd.,
Fairfield

255-1827

SEASONAL CLEARANCE SALE

1/2 PRICES on all
Clothes, Jeans, Cords,
Sweaters
$

5.00 off all clogs
Limited selection of
Boots—men's & women's
$

15 OFF!
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Fairfield Historical Society Brings Past to Life
by Eileen Bergln
Much can be learned of the present through observation of the
past. Items such as clothing, tools
and crockery evidence much
about their original owners and
how those people lived. The written word that survives the passage
of time is perhaps the best testimony to the customs of past societies. Collections of artifacts,
carefully researched and maintained, form invaluable composites of
earlier periods. The Fairfield
Historical Society possesses one
such invaluable collection.
As listed in their brochure, the
Society offers a number of services to Fairfield's community as
well as to its members. These include a range of programs from
early entertainment recitals to a
lecture series to a crafts workshop. The Society also offers free
guided tours of their museum and
"Walking Through History" guided tours of local historic village
areas. Further, the Society's staff
volunteers aid to individuals researching history and genealogies
of Connecticut and Fairfield.
Possessions of the Fairfield
Historical Society are impressive.
They own and operate the Society
building itself, which is located at

The Far East
Conspiracy
by Karen Takach
An Open Letter to Fairfield U.
Students:
Lately there has been a rash of
fires in one of the so-called "quiet
dorms." There has not even been
as many false alarms in the quad!
This whole affair seems very suspicious to me. Therefore, I have
come up with a few theories that I
think should be investigated, so
that this mess can be cleared up.
1. Arson for profit. This is of
course the obvious motive. Someone might make money out of the
dorm burning. In order to check
this out, the school has to find out
if anyone has taken out an insurance policy on the building.
Anyone buying a new sports car or
full-length mink coat is under
suspicion.
2. Jealousy. Far East is not the
easiest dorm to get into. Maybe
the culprit is then someone who
wanted to get into Far East, but
could not. We therefore get the
mentality of: "If I can't have it,
nobody will!" The person burns
the dorm so that no students will
be able to live in it, but will have to
live in what he considers to be
less desirable dorms.
3. Wanton Vandalism. No explanation is needed for this reason; we see this ail the time. All
card-carrying wanton vandals
should be questioned on their
whereabouts at the time of the
fires.
4. Desire for a "thrill." Since Far
East is fairly quiet, some people
may interpret this to mean "boring." Although I don't condone
such behavior, some people may
set a fire "to get some action going."
5. Masochism. There may actually be some person who gets
enjoyment out of listening to the
fire alarms. As a variation to just
pulling the alarm, this person may
set a fire and have someone else
pull the alarm. To find the masochist suspect, just look for someone who is extolling the virtues of
Macke food.
6. Mechanical failure. I am not
fooled: I know that this is not the
reason. Everyone is saying that
this is the reason, but they are just
too naive and trusting. Look for
suspects and don't listen to the
"official explanations."
I have set out what I feel to be
the possible conspiracies. Responsible citizens of this campus
should check out all possible
leads. Eternal vigilance is
necessary to avoid such activity
from occurring again.
Sincerely,
Eliot Ness, F.U.P.D.

impeccably arrayed to minute de636 Old Post Road. Their second
tail as exemplified by the argyle
land holding is the Ogden House,
socks and silk tie which accoman old farmstead, dating to c.
pany a 1930's golf suit. Also of
1750. The Society owns an extennote is a U.S. Army uniform jacket
sive costume collection which infrom World War I. Included with
cludes over 450 dresses alone.
this display is information conThey maintain an historic painting
cerning the induction and discollection and a set of old fashioncharge of the soldier who wore.it.
ed toys and dolls. Further, they
Among the elegant women's wear
possess a group of furniture
shown was a blue silk chiffon
pieces, glass and porcelain sets,
evening dress (c. 1925) said to
as well as farm tools and a small
epitomize the Jazz Age of the
collection of maritime parapher'20's.
nalia. Of special interest are the
The "Between the Wars" exhibit
extensive volumes and records
will run through April 30 and is
within the institution's library;
open to the public. Fairfield
Currently on exhibit at
Historical Society Director,
Fairfield's Historical Society is a
Catherine Boisseau, indicated
costume display entitled "Betthat the Society "seeks to move in
ween the Wars Costumes:
public outreach directions." As
1918-1942." Christopher Nevins,
part of this attempt they have ofacting curator, summarized the
fered F.U. senior history major,
show's theme thusly, "The impact
Maryanne Blaszczak, an internof war reaches far beyond the lives
ship. Further, they are encouragof the men who fight in them. The
ing increased membership. Ms.
very patterns of society are acBoisseau stressed an invitation to
celerated and changed. Clothing,
perhaps better than any other University students to visit the
Society and to tour their facilities.
medium reflects that change."
The Fairfield Historical Society
The costumes now being exhibited indeed convey a sense of offers an intriguing insight into
the social climate that must have the history of this region. The current costume display serves as a
existed between the world wars.
fascinating introduction to local
Outfits on display range from
formal evening attire to official ar- area history. It is a taste of the
my garb to sporting outfits. All are past that is not to be missed.

"Clothing, perhaps better than any other medium reflects change in a
society."

Dear Mayfair Fielding
Valentine's Day for some people
is a joy-ridden occasion, but not
for us. Why, you may ask? It's not
because we don't receive any Valentines; on the contrary, every
year we are swamped with gifts of
adoration and admiration from our
many star-struck lovers. Our problem: How do we rent a U-haul to
transport all our gifts and cards
back to the room? What's a woman to do??
Signed,
2 Foxy Fairfield Chicks
P.S. —Does Fairfield recycling
center buy cards and paper by the
ton?

Dear Foxes,
,
Who are we trying to kid? Tell
me, how many of those gifts and
cards did you send to yourselves?
If you didn't send them yourselves, how did you attain such a
large number of admirers while
maintaining your self-respect?
As for a source of transportation to bring these cards an gifts
to your dorm, I recommend Global
Van Lines in Bridgeport.
And if you're serious, please
send me one because I've spent
the last twenty Valentine's Days
alone.
Mayfair Fielding

What You'll Be Watching
by Mirror Staff Writer
They say television has an exciting future, but there seems that
there is a continuing failure of the
TV people in Hollywood to make
us laugh. It must be something
about the east coast. One critic attributed it to the heavy use of Perrier water—he said it fizzled the
brain.
Clearly, TV is going to be a totally different industry in the 80's.
Here are some of the things to
look forward to from Hollyweird:
The Worst of The Abscam
Tapes:
A festival of surveillance films
done in series form tapping on a
nationwide vein of latent and overt
interest in corruption.
The Tale of Two Cities:
Here is Dickens' classic adapted
for television, only the two cities
are Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The Six Girlfriends of J.F.K.:
A mini-series, very much like the
Henry VIII done by the BBC, but

this time the subject is an AM
royalty.
The Fanny Awards:
An award show for the best jean
commercial. Brook Shields will cohost with Gloria Vanderbilt.
Who Shot J.R. (Again):
Having just solved the mystery, do
you think CBS will let a good thing
go by just once?
Shut Up America:
This show stars Don Rickles, Ben
Davidson and Jack Lambert who
travel across the land and find
people with no talent, charm or intelligence and make them shut up.
There will also be a change in
the format of talk shows. Instead
of using a mock living room they
will use a bedroom scene. Carson
will sit on his bed and, as new
guests arrive, the previous one in
the center moves to the left until
he falls off the edge.
This is what the tube has in
store for us in the 80's. But take
heart viewers of America—there's
always cable.

The "Between the Wars" exhibit will run through April 30.

1292 Post Road
Fairfield Center
hBy Appointment
O j r
259 5888
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Cross Section
This Week's Question:
If you could come
back as a Punk Rock
star, who would you be?

Nancy Werther '83—Pat Benatar

Tim Burke '83—Johnny Rotton, God
save the Queen, she ain't no
human being.
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Denis Callinan '84—Madness.

Kathleen Duffy '83—Chrissie Hynde
because she's precious.

Robert Zabala '84—Sid Vicious,

Bob Ramsthaler '84—Elvis Costello.

Cheryl Callan '83—Debbie Harry.

Maura Feeley '82—Grade Slick.

Jay Coffey '84—Henry Kissinger.

Nancy Harrington '83—I am a punk
rock star.

Jim Kagdis (Graduate Assistant
Campus Center)—Jeanne Driscoll.

Kevin Clark '81—Joe Intense.

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
HAS ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
Man learned at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective. So he devised his own method of
getting those ideas across. Today, on the job ... or in
school, communication remains a vital part of our world;
Which is exactly what we'll be talking about in the upcoming issue of "Insider" — the free supplement to your college newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how to improve your communication skills

... from writing term papers and doing oral presentations,
to communicating with friends, parents and persons of
authority. And whether you're looking for an internship or
a full-time job, we've got loads of info to help you get there.
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume, handle an
interview gracefully, use the telephone effectively, and
much more.
Check out the next issue of "Insider," and while you're looking, be sure to check out Ford's great new lineup for 1981.
Including Escort, the new world car that's built in America
to take on the world.

FORD
Tommy Pursed '81 —Bongo's Shake.

Sogi Blotto '82—Lee Harvey Blotto.
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It Weren't No Party, It Weren't No Disco it
by Eileen Bergin and Elisa Loprete

In the words of Broadway Blotto, "Hi ya, Punks." This he said as
he welcomed a zany crowd to
"Fairfield Punk University" and
"the Punk Room," Saturday, February 7th. The occasion was a
Punk Rock night sponsored as a
post-game celebration by the
S.E.C. Superb entertainment for
those in attendance was provided
by "The Rift" and featured an
Albany-based
band called
"Blotto."
Anyone considering Fairfield a
preppie school would have to do
some serious re-evaluating having
seen the punk parade in the Campus Center Saturday. While no one
costume would draw even a second glance on the streets of New
York, this particular conglomeration of fishnet stockings, ripped
tee-shirts, and red Converse
sneakers was indeed a rare sight
for this campus. Among the outstanding outfits was a chartreuse
jumpsuit with black striped
sleeves. Extravagant accouterments to the attire of some included glittered cheeks, blinking sunglasses, rainbow-tinted hair, earphones, yo-yos, goggles, and, of
course, paper clips and safety
pins.
Commencing the evening's
entertainment was "The Rift," a
talented group whose members include two Fairfield students.
Kevin McColgan, co-director of
the S.E.C, plays bass guitar and
[Photos by Elaine Martocci]

contributes to vocals. Dennis
Walsh, also an F.U. student, sings
and plays guitar. His brother,
Peter, plays guitar. Drumming in
place of Chris Gerardi was Joe
Casentino, the original drummer,
whom Chris has now replaced.
Included in "The Rift's" program was a noteworthy original
entitled "Image." Also performed
were tunes from "The Clash" such
as "London Calling," "Clampdown," and "I Fought the Law."
From "Talking Heads" the opening band performed "Psycho Killer" and "Life During Wartime."
"The Rift" is a highly talented
band seeking to expand their exposure in order to gain a muchdeserved following. Of their style
of music, Kevin says, "We disavow labels. We're not New Wave.
We're not Punk. We're 'The Rift.' "
In a statement of the band's
philosophy, Kevin and Dennis collaborated to say that the band's
name best expresses their music.
"A rift literally means a break in
music. Ours is a clash between
new and old—an infusion of new
and old."
Headlining the night's stage
show was "Blotto," a unique band
hailing from upstate New York.
Their six members include: Broadway Blotto, the group's spokesman, on guitar; Chevrolet Blotto
on keyboards, Lee Harvey Blotto
on drums, Cheese Blotto on bass,
Bow Tie Blotto on guitar and Sergeant Blotto playing glockenspiel,
harmonica, bongos, tamborine,

and rhythm instruments. All "Blotto" members contribute to vocals.
The group has two Extended Play
records out. The first is entitled
"Hello, My Name is Blotto. What's
Yours?" and the other, "Blotto—Across and Down." Original
songs include "I Wanna be a
Lifeguard," "She's Got a Big
Boyfriend," "Jump Start My
Heart," and "I Love You Calvin
Klein." All were played and were
very well received Saturday night.
.The group plays throughout
New England and the tri-state
area. Their largest shows include a
"Party in the Park" on Long Island
and a "Harvest o' Music" in
Albany. They have appeared on
bills with Helen Reddy and
Southside Johnnny. "Blotto" has
been together for two years. In
description of their music they
shy away from a New Wave or
Punk stereotype, saying "We're
more Blotto than Punk."
Many thanks to both bands and
to the S.E.C. for a breath of fresh
music. Plaudits to all who took the
time and the initiative to "punk
out." A great time was had by all.
We look forward to seeing much
more of "Blotto" and especially
"The Rift" in the near future.
[Ed. Note: Regrets that R. Narvell
could not be In attendance. He
had a prior engagement on Broadway. Thanks to, Kevin, Chuck and
Nora for their class efforts as
understudies.]
[photo layout with Patty Lanza]
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Crystal Ship 3^553 Are
in

by Marlene Mockalis
What do you get when you
cross musicians with toads? Well,
if the five musicians call themselves "Crystal Ship," and if the
toads represent New Haven's
number one night club, "Toad's
Place," then you'll get an evening
filled with classic entertainment,
and an atmosphere that's "so hot
no one else even comes close."
New Jersey's own Crystal Ship,
headed by Joe Tag, confiscated
the stage at Toad's Place and captivated the audience last Thursday. Opening with "Soft Parade,"
the band then belted out eleven of
Jim Morrison's masterpieces.
These reproductions by the five
membered group succeeded in
reverently honoring Jim's memory, and the audience approved.
The first set included "Touch
Me," "Peace Frog," and "People
Are Strange" (a dedication to college students). Also, Mark Zab displayed his talents by pouncing on
the "multi-keyboards" in "Light
My Fire." Afterward, Joe Tag asked "someone" to get his ego for
him because "it just ran out of my
body."
If that last remark reminds you
of Morrison's adlibbing, then your

assumption is right. Tag would
stroll around stage and imitate
Morrison's somewhat vulgar antics just as Morrison used to do.
Tag, too, threw around phrases
which another member of the
band later commented on as being
"of the moment."
Backstage, Tag spoke of the
band as having "strong unity."
When asked why Tag formed such
a band, he explained that he
"misses Jim Morrison," and is
able to "heavily relate into The
Doors." His purpose is to "bring
music that was way ahead of time
back into focus."
Tag boasts that Crystal Ship
was the first band to do a tribute
to The Doors. At the onset of their
career, they left our area briefly
and, upon returning, discovered
that "fifty other bands were doing
it too." Tag expressed his disappointment in this occurence because he doubted the motives of
others. Tag says his group is genuinely not out to make money.
They're "the next best thing" to
The Doors and want only to
recreate The Doors' music.
After intermission, the band
greeted the gravitating audience
with "Break On Through." Here,
Ken Glover was given the chance
to work his bass into various

parts. This was artfully done considering The Doors had no bass
player.
The three best songs in the
follow-up set were "L.A. Woman,"
"Riders On The Storm," and "Not
To Touch the Earth." "The End"
provided an appropriate close with
phenomenal guitar electricity by
Gerry Gerber.
The crowd became very involved
during the encore. People near to
the stage enthusiastically participated in "Five To One" by singing "Get together one more time"
while Tag held out his microphone. The crowd applauded Dennis Palmer as he exploded into a
pummelling frenzy, beating his
drums in a solo. Before leaving,
Crystal Ship did their rendition of
"Soul Kitchen," "Well the clock
says it's time to close now
Most meaningful perhaps was
the song "Crystal Ship" because it
carries great significance for the
band. Not only does Tag think that
"Crystal" is synonymous with
"hip," but he likens his band to "a
Noah's Ark kind of thing," and
wants us to "jump onto" their
ship. So come on ... let's climb
aboard and cruise.
[Editor's Note: Look for Crystal
Ship's upcoming album "Four
Wall World."]

The Hartford Ballet
"A Night Of Free Movement"
by Carl S. Gustafson
As the evening developed, so
did the repertory of the Hartford
Ballet. A weak opening number
began some doubts about the
troupe's power and ability, yet as
the performance continued they
became stronger.
The opening number, "Verbunkos" (Recruiting dance), appeared to be an interesting number by the program, yet it never actualized its potential. With music
by Liszt (the Hungarian Rhapsodies) and Novacek (Perpetuum
Mobile), the number should have
been filled with grand jete en
avant's (high, fixed attitude leaps)
or grand jete dessus en tournant's
(Russian leaps with body facing
the direction from which it began
when the dancer lands in an arabesque position). The soloist for
the number (David Curwen) was
supposed to be seducing young
Hungarian males into the army
through music and dance, yet his
seduction was unconvincing.
The second number began a
change for the better in the program. With Choreography by Michael Uthoff, "Dejeuner sur
I'herbe" was more provocative and
the grouping of five dancers was a
much more cohesive unit. The
number had an unusual complication as one of the male dancers
was 6'4" and the other not more

than 5'10". Mr. Uthoff handled the
situation well and kept Stewart
Jarrett downstage most of the performance. Stewart was still the
stronger of the pair and, though incredibly coordinated for such a
tall dancer, he dominated the
movements that were linked.
Speaking with Mr. Uthoff after
the number, he joked about his
troupe having a great basketball
team and spoke about the imbalance. "We have 18 dancers who
are not of the same ability. We
rotate the schedule so that each
gets the solo position." Although
this is an interesting concept,
there are bound to be weak numbers. The strength of the troupe
lies in its ability to work experimentally and the consistency
which Mr. Uthoff has brought to it.
He has been artistic director since
the summer of 1972 and his choreography is really something to
enjoy. The troupe does a full
length "Romeo and Juliet" which
he has choreographed and the
duet from that ballet was the third
number.
The pair of Judith Gosnell and
William Parton were delicate, sensitive and lucid. Their movements
were the apex of the evening for
most of the audience. I felt the
pairing was the strongest of the
entire performance with Jeanne
Tears Giroir and Thomas Giroir the
only shining lights from "Verbunkos." Jeanne was strong and

quite beautiful and if you get to
the Bushnell in Hartford for a performance, I hope you have the luck
to see them dance. The troupe will
perform the full-length "Romeo
and Juliet" in Hartford from Feb.
18-22, in Gardener, Ma., Feb. 26-28
and, after a California tour, will be
back in Hartford following a New
Britain date April 25th.
The
last
dance
was
"Leggieros," a comical and experimental ballet done to the bizarre and interesting "Diabelli
Variations" of Beethoven. The entire company got in the act as the
stage took on vaudevillian qualities. Dancers waving to one
another in the air, were carried
while performing coupe ballonnes. Male dancers were waltzing
with one another and by themselves as there was an odd number of dancers on stage (13). The
number was extemely successful
and very off-beat.
It was a night of free movement
highlighted by the choreography
of Michael Uthoff. The lighting
provided by The American Shakespeare Theatre was a marvelous
addition and the evening ended
enjoyably. If you get to see the
Hartford Ballet you will be in store
for some fine dancing outside of
New York. They are relatively
close and a troupe this powerful
should not be missed. For more information phone the Bushnell at
246-6807.

Joe Tag belts out Jim Morrison and the Doors [photo by Marlene Mockalis]

Station
by Diana Filiano
But the wave of a hand
They sit; unknown
together, yet separate.
and an ear turned away—
ends his day.
Eyes avoiding eyes,
Like two magnets of the same pole.
With hearts never seeing ...
Indifference paints the eyes
Nor wanting to.
continually darting ...
I find my eyes ...
A man mumbles and laughs.
wanting to do the same ...
Shares meaningless utter...
So I look at this page ...
With the next (so he thinks).
and end my lines of blue ink.
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Mirage

by Mary-Margaret Walsh
with Carl S. Gustafson
On Thursday, February 5, 1981,
The Paul Gaulin Mime company
vibrantly performed modern and
classical mime pieces in the Campus Center Oakroom. The Oakroom was packed with children,
adults and Fairfield U. students.
They all came to see "Mirages" a
show directed by a student of
Marcel Marceau and Etienne
Decrous-Paul Gaulin. We were all
curious about Paul Gaulin and
about Mime. Undeniably, the audience's curiosity was refreshingly quenched with a smorgasbord of various types of mime,
energetic performers and a
delightful selections of music.
The performance opens with a
traditional Chinese boat piece entitled Crossing The River. Here a
beautiful woman (Niki Tilroe) desires to hire a boatman (Paul Gaulin) and cross the river. The allusion of a boat rocking, which is
created by the litheness of the two
performers, humored and relaxed
the audience. The Music for Zen
Meditation further put the audience at ease and open to other
types of mime.
Next, a touching, imaginative
piece entitled Heads was performed. In this piece a pale masked,
grotesque, deformed couple per-

5 5 An Optical Phenomenon
Of Mime

form a love duet in Victorian style.
Uniquely, the couple is equipped
with large rising necks which were
made from a heating tube. The
couple strained their necks and
danced to Cannon De Pachelbel.
One of the most amazing points of
the Paul Gaulin Mime Company is
the employment of frugality in
their costumes. With the idea of a
mask envisioned, Paul went to a
hardware store with ten dollars
and his creative eye. The heating
tube caught his eye and worked
for him.
Another idea for an inexpensive
mask was evident in the piece
Cockroaches. Towel racks and a
party favor formed the basis for
one of the most creative masks in
the show. "The movement of the
piece was dominated by the
"masks". "At first we tried scaterring, but the piece lost it's effect."
The success of the piece solely
rested upon the impression of the
masks.
Lemmings was a mask piece
similar to those you may have
seen in Mummenschanz. This
piece was so effective that it was
disturbing. The small arctic mammals that occasionally commit
mass suicide were portrayed so
realistically that I had nightmares
the next night.
Closing the first half of the
show was a modern piece entitled

Fog. Being the most abstract
piece, the audience had to be
prepared by pieces such as the
pantomime Neighbors and Lemmings. We had to use our imagination to the fullest. In Fog one can
see the performer's training in ballet. It was so provoking that it
made us desirous for the second
act.
Gaulin's training with Marceau
was most evident in the Marriage
Proposal. This number, although
not white faced mime, portrayed
the Marceau qualities of a basic
story line, where movement and
expression predominates.
A movement piece experimenting with the different ways one
can move their arms, Arms was
visually powerful and technically
difficult. Two men standing one
behind another were moving their
arms in a strict rhythmatic display.
In speaking to Paul Gaulin after
the show, I learned that the "calling and counting is done to Bach
music" in their minds. Arms was
by far the most enthralling number
in "Mirages."
Paul Gaulin successfully
developed each part of the program to it's charming pinnacle. I
was touched with the companies
imagination and skill, and further
impressed with Gaulin's modest
appraisal of his own show:
"Just trying to do a show."

A Potential Master-Pinchas Zukerman
by Mary Anne Blaszczak
Potential-it conjures to the
mind a crest of opportunities. On
Tuesday, February 3, at Woolsey
Hall, New Haven it represented
the performance of one of the
giants of the classic greats, Pinchas Zukerman. As one listened to
him, the feeling of being cheated
of a rare joy crept in and took over.
Perhaps the sensation would not
have been so strong or noticeable,
if the master had not let himself be

captured by the music, letting it
conquer him giving we the audience snatches of music as it
was meant to be heard. It must
have been this devotion to the
beauty of music that earned Mr.
Zukerman his world wide reputation, a devotion he seemed very
much to wish to escape from.
Instead, he concentrated on the
mechanics of his trade, alternating between the violin and the
viola. The hall was his laboratory

as he experimented with the effects of accoustical variances,
and combinations with the accompanying piano. If this was the
case, I hope he realized that the
lower frequency of the viola was
lost in the resonance, as it drowned in the melody of Mr. Marc Neikrug's concomitant composition.
Throughout the evening, Mr.
Zukerman maintained a cool formality with his audience. We were
continued below

restaurant
Celebrate Valentine's Day the real way:

-WITH USV Surrounded by hearts
V Enjoying a "menu of specials"—
King Crab, Scampi, Coquille St. Jacques,
Cornish Hens, Chicken Picatta
V Sampling our excellent wines
V watching our caricature artist sketching our customers
881 Post Road
. Fairfield, CT ,
255-4190
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VALENTINE'S DAY
HOURS
Lunch 11:30-3:00
■"Tea 6k Dessert 3:00-5:00 ■
Dinner 6:00-10:00

REGULAR HOURS
Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Lunch ll:30-3/Dinner 5-8
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Lunch ll:30-3/Dinners5-9

Attention F.U. Students

Fairfield Wine & Liquor
1431 Post Road, Fairfield

wants you to know that
our prices are the lowest
the law allows
FREE DELIVERY-FRIDA Y&SA TURD A Y
259-9537
CALL BY 6:00 PM
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An Addendum To The Zoo Story
by Carl S. Gustafson
Last week I had the opportunity
to see and to review The Zoo Story
at the Fairfield Playhouse. I left
the show with the intention of
writing a review, which would encourage the Playhouse to continue in what was for them a new
type of performance. In attempting to be as positive as possible, I
deliverately omitted reviewing
Nora Edmonds' performance. This
is not a retraction of my previous
article, but an addendum analyzing Nora Edmonds performance at
her request.
As you may know, the play
usually casts two men, but the
director (Andrew Masini) took the
liberty to place Roselyn O'Boy in
the role as Jheri and Nora Edmonds in the role as Stephanie. I
said last week that I felt he was
justified in his decision, although
there were problems. It is my opinion that the problems exist mainly with Nora Edmonds' acting.
Nora should have developed a
strong character: one who was so
enticing, that Jheri (Roselyn
O'Boy) would have had no problems in showing why she chose
this one woman, instead of any
other in the densely populated
New York City area. Nora gave us
nothing but a poorly acted visual
facade. Her facial expressions

were limited to one, and at times it
miscued what should have been
our interpretation.
The play functioned as a synthesis of two opposing forces. The
thesis was Roselyn O'Boy and our
interest in the play was maintained for most of the fifty minutes by
her character. It was of necessity
to the synthesis (play) that the antithesis (Nora Edmonds) was successful. When the focus of the
play was shifted, and it was Nora
Edmonds responsibility to give
the play life, this is where she failed, causing the play to fail. She
gave no energy to her character.
Her movements, which are limited
by the stage directions given by
Edward Albee, were weak in the
avenues left open for her exploration. Her character protrayed less
than Albee intended when he
desired her to demonstrate the
mere giveness of existence,
because even existence is
dynamic. Her performance was
not.
I was simply unconvinced by
her character. In a play of two
parts if one character is unable to
develop any strong sentiment
then the play is not a success. Acting ability does not rest in performances off the stage, nor did the
salvation of the Zoo Story rest in
Nora Edmonds' performance on
stage.

Reflections
by James Hogan Love
Sun rays pouring through a dusty window pane
caused her to rise from the warmth of a dream.
The wind whispered shyly, "Lady it's time to rise,
and look at the life that lay before your eyes."
Birds seemed to sing only one song, a sad one just the same;
something about how things are never what they seem.
Leaving the comfort and security of the bed
she stands before the mirror that always listened to her fears,
combing the long auburn hair that caresses her shoulders.
Reflections of illusion can't be touched from so far away,
and reality calls her to the business of the day.
Tears from yesterday still leave her brown eyes red,
fallen rain for someone she had wanted all the while.
Games had kept her from the one she really needed,
and sudden honesty could guarantee her nothing.
James Hogan Love
2/3/1981

A Potential MaSter continued from above
there to adore, he was there to test
and improve his skill. Only in
those few moments of absorption
of artist and music did the air
break and all breathed easier.
Without those interludes of spontaneity the evening would have
been wasted, a recording in the
privacy of one's own home would
have sufficed.
Rounding out their season
celebrating the Romantic Epic, the
New Haven Symphony welcomes

the internationally renowned
flutist Jean Pierre Rampal on
March 3 and the proclaimed virtuoso Itzhak Perlman on this coming Tuesday, February 10. Both
men promise a refreshing interpretation of some of the standard
epics of the Romantic Period.
Tickets for the upcoming Perlman
Concert have been sold out for
weeks, however those for the
Rampal should still be available
through the box office.

Ann Depp Travel48 Reef Road •Fairfield
"Where Are You Going?"

SINGLES SPECIAL: $429.00* person

—CANCUN, MEXICO—
• Friday Departures • 3 Meals a Day
• Transfers from Airport in Cancun to Hotel
• Beach - Pool - Activities
• Dormitory Style Rooms (one for men, one for women)
• Must be 35 or Under • Roundtrip Jet Airfare
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TODAY: 255-2846
*plus $24.00 taxes.

$ 5.00 Mexican departure tax
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"110 In The Shade" %S%S%University
General admission tickets are
$4.00 and admission for students
and senior citizens is $2.00. The
performance will be in cabaret
style and all seats are reserved.
Tickets must be picked up no later

Numb fingers? Why not drop by
Fairfield University's playhouse
and shake off the cold with their
production of "110 in the Shade"?
Schmidt and Jones add a new
element of excitement to the
course of true love by setting the
story against the background of a
drought stricken Mid-western
town. Anne Marie Cusson plays
Lizzie Curry, a young woman in
search of a man, who, as a result
of the careful planning of her
father, H.C. Curry (Andy Masini),
and her well meaning brothers
Noah (Ron Lignelli) and Jim (Rick
Lawless), sets her sights on
Sheriff File, the most eligible
bachelor in town. Threatening to
come between the two is the
fabulous Starbuck, conman, and
"Rainmaker" played by Sal Candido. Supporting actors are
Snookie, Jim Curry's girlfriend
(Susie Smith) and Toby the stationmaster. In addition, a special
touch is added by a delightful
chorus of Townspeople.
"110 in the Shade" at Fairfield is
directed by Robert G. Emerich and
his associate Tom Zingarelli, and
is the third performance of a very
successful season of theatre in
the round. "770 in the Shade" will
be performed Monday through
Saturday, February 23-28 at 8 p.m.

than 6:00 p.m. the night of the
show. For information and reservations, please call 255-5411 extension 2204.
The Playhouse is a non-profit
organization.

Stubborness silently chokes the bond of any relationship,
it is in the death of friendship that no victors can standSingular efforts to make amends are vain and I have become helpless.
Often I have left the doors open
only to have you shut them in silence
It is very sad that you never asked
for I never had anything to say.
And stubborness is an ability to forget
important points, never to pass on a lesson to others.
by James Hogan Love

Poem Input To Cameo:

To be stubborn is to see proof of change
and dare to turn your back to it.
It is a denial of due recognition or sympathy for the fallen.
Stubborness is a growth of negative means
which is ended upon blind cynicism and antithesis.
In your denial of others gains you have been denied the joy of
satisfaction.
To be stubborn is to never reflect upon youth
never claiming ownership to a mistake, never crying.
It is the judging of others upon standards the judge has failed to
attain..

BON TON CAFE

Happy Valentine's Day
from

CASQUE & KEG
Start the Holiday off
with 1/4 or V2 Keg at

DISCOUNT PRICES

709 Beechwood Avenue
(corner of Howard Avenue)

Special Discounts
on wines & liquor

MIKE BEAUDOIN
Is Alive & Well &
Playing Here
Saturday, Feb. 14th

Call for
FREE DELIVERY

1872 Post Rd. East
Westport
(next to Medi-Mart)

259-2526

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
ZZZZZS2Zufc2£ZZZZZZZS2|(/

The

NAUTILUS CAFE
Presents:

THE
OPEN BOOK
SHOP

VODKA WEEK
ALL VODKA DRINKS

27 Unquowa Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
203-259-1412

Mon., Feb. 16-Wed., Feb. 18
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Thurs., Feb. 19
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Recruiter will conduct interviews with
seniors & grad students Tues., Feb. 24
in the Career Planning Office.
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Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
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collegiate crossword
ACROSS

48 Orthodontist'
concern
Barbara Eden
portrayal
Actress Powers
Chemical prefix
Assessed
Ardor
Sinatra movie
(3 wds.)
Daughter of Atlas
E.P.A. concern
"
for Television"
Work with meat

1 Capital of Mali
49
7 More humongous
13 Very evil or very
51
brilliant
52
14 Made use of
53
16 Comprehensive cross-54
section (4 wds.)
55
18 House plant
19 Atoll
59
20 Lunar New Year
60
21 Baba and MacGraw
61
22 Bobby of Black
Panther fame
62
23 Fateful
24 Character in
"Little Women"
25 Singer Sumac
26 More contemptible
27 Undermines
31 Slow musical
movements
33 Fraternal organization
35 Dutch actor
Philip
7
36 Social goal
40 Bottomless pits
8
44 Novelist H.H.
45 Soak
9
47 Lamprey
10

DOWN

11
12
13
15
17
23
26
28
29
30
32
34
36
37
38
39

Snob, in a way
Sports employee
Asperse
Hinders
Andean grazer
"
Boy"
Snide remark
"The Wreck of the
Mary
"
Cockney greeting
What Franz Klammer
can do
good deed
Cascaded
Raise letters on a
surface
He loved Dulcinea
Wild
Matchmaker in "Fiddler on the Roof"
Manatee's relative
(2 wds.)
Incongruous mixture
Jargonish
In levels
Raisin-to-be
Draw out
Park of Edison
fame
Gad's son

Tool for chamfering
Explorer Vespucci 41
A.M.'s
Unspecified amount 42
Waddling birds
43
"Purple Dust" play-46
wright
49
City in central
50
Florida
51
Get
of confidence
56
Actor Vail one
57 Tent fixture
Hodges of baseball 58
H111
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Cupid's Corner
TOKYO,
From one F.U. student to
another, Here's a real hug and a
kiss. Happy Valentines Day!
Love,
Your Chlorinated Valentine

FRUNKY,
Happy Valentines Day! Who is
the lucky lady?
Guess Who

Happy Valentines Day to the Great
Chicks on Julie 2.
Love Steve H.

DEAR DAVID,
I hope that you have a great
Valentines Day!
Love,
Nancy

MR. MOLE,
On Valentines Day "It Hurts".
Berth

HONEYBUN,
Love You!
AdF!

Dear ROOMIES,
Happy Valentines Day Jeanne
and Marianne.
Guess Who!

DEAREST:
Love and Kisses to my Knight!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Your Lady

DEAR "T",
I'm glad you're back. I missed
you. Happy Valentines Day.
Love,
A New York Usual

HEY BINKY!
Have a Happy Valentine's Day,
and get my name right!!
Love,
Your small furry friend
P.S. Got a carrot?

MARY K.,
Thanks for a great first year.
Hope to have many more anniversaries. Happy Valentines Day too!
Love always,
Sogi

RO-RO, Beloved, Thank you for
putting up with me for a whole
year. I love you dearly.
-From the kid with the Tufts Luck

Dear Laceless,
I love you. Will you be my Valentine?
Love,
The Lacenapper

MVDYou're the best roommate and
friend I've ever had. Thanks for
always being there,
Kathy

DEAR KATE,
Are we on the Rocks?
To Mr. Mole
I've had men and I've had
women but I've never had a
little mole of my own.
Queenie

TZAR,
Happy Valentines Day and Birthday too!
JR

Dear Paul,
Thanks for being such a good
friend!
Love Ellen

SWEETNUTS,
Thanks for the invitation for the
good eats! And learn how to play
v-ball; I'm sick of teaching you.
TBW

MR. MOLE, of studio NW 410.
Won't you be my Valentine? XOXO
Pixie

BEARER OF WEIRD LETTERS
AND GIFTS,
How can I send you a Valentine
when you keep looking over my
shoulder? Happy Valentines Day!
Guess

My Dearest Valentine,
Lit-tle Mary Alice may our
wealth and love grow into the
fullness of Him
Your Valentine,
Joe

Be mine
Rick

HONEY,
Happy Valentines Day
All my love,
Type C

Dear JOCK and TIFFY:
Lots of love to two dear friends
who are so good for me and for
each other. Happy Valentines Day
you two!
Always,
Bunny

H.B.
Would you be my Valentine?
Love always,
Scrunch

Happy Valentines Day to:
Ogars, Peg-face, Lauf-face, Buttface, BoNomo, LaScab, Moonface, B.T.'s, Woolies, Cubbies, and
Shelly.
Love Lyle P.

TO BOMAIRE:
So when does hell freeze over? I
wanna know by October! Happy
V.D.!
Love,
Markth Girl

R.A. of the year:
I know I still owe you a pitcher!
Well, have a happy Valentines Day
in the meantime!
Your Julie Buddy

Happy Valentines Day to Sacred
Heart's finest.
Love,
St. Anthony's Helper

^BOOK
toe

FAIR-VIEW
S
CAMERA SHOP fl|
& STUDIO

FLICK,
You are one of the greatest
smugglers of all time! Hope to
hook up again!
xxoo
an admirer in Campion

Happy Valentines Day to all those
x-tra roommates in Loyola 233.
Love The Nosey Old Woman

POOKIE,
How can I possibly top 6 dozen
carnations? How about an allexpense paid trip to OZ?
Love "Alice"

HI MVD,
Just had an extra 50'
love ya,
Kathy

POOKIE Q-You're the stuffed animal of my
dreams.
All my love,
Garfield

To the PEPPERMILL WAITER OF
2/5/81:
Happy Valentine's Day!! By the
way, how do you make Apple
Struedel at the beach? Sounds
good! Thanks for being so sweet!
The Sour Cream Fiend

Dear Ken,
"Hope is not a dream, it is mak
ing™ your dreams realities", so go
for what you want! Happy Valentine's Day!
E.M.T.

TO THE NORTHWEST WOMENJulie, Hooy, Skooy, Kathy K.,
Kathy M., Joan, and Naila
Love always,
T.W. of P.W.

CAPTAIN,
I LOVE YOU, come sail away
with me.
Your First Mate

FAG,
We all miss ya!
Our thoughts are with you
-Fairfield Univ.

HELLO AGAIN, ANNE, HELLO,
Another week's gone by, the
time for remembering yours is the
best
P|ace t0 be- Together
now,
■ f i i-> tt s>o *-Jy~i i-» *-i m
yes, wishes
do come trim
true. l_li-im-tii
Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love and Kisses,
EMJAY
i i1-\ r-

Student Discounts & ■
Instant Passports

(Behind Hemlock Hardware)

52189 Black Rock Tnpke, Ffld.S
1 Also At Stamford 324-0682 ■

I

J-I

Celebrate Valentine *s Day

H

New and Used
Books
We Sell, Buy
and Trade
2035 Black Rock Tpke

579-8897

DEAR LUKEHappy Valentine's Day to my
"Sweet-haat"
Love,
Nancy

Lucia - thanks for always listening.
Kathy

To Mr. Mole,
With me around on Valentines
Day you won't need any heaters to
blow your circuits.
Lisa

*& TRADING
POST

To my Favorite lady in whiteThanks Mom. Happy Valentines
Day!
Love,
Corey

a

ILUIftTOTS
Ice Cream Manufactory

Soups
Sandwiches
& Wonderful
Ice Cream

334-5123
70 REEF ROAD •FAIRFIELD, CT 06430

DEAR KATHY,
Happy Valentine's Day with
M&M.S no |ess
Love, Sibling

Dear JOEHappy Valentines Day.
Love and Friends,
The kid upstairs

CHRISHappy Valentine's Day! And just
think.. ."The best is yet to come!"
I love you

Tricia

STUDLEYBE MINEI'M yours Always and Forever. I
Love You. It's been the BEST six
months
All My Love,
Love-* ME*

STIG AND BREEZLY,
When can we get together
again?
Love,
Natasha Kinski

Joaneth,
Would you be my Sweat Heart!
Love,
The Itallian Scallion

BARNEY,
Happy Valentine's Day! I love
you very much and can't wait 'till
1984.
Forever yours with love,
Lady

ALLENGAAP says one dance at the
Surf is an Accounts Receivable.
Pay up!
R.S.V.P.,
PFACCT

TO THE SOPHOMORES in the
COMMUTER LOUNGE:
thanks for being the special
friends that you are! Happy Valentines Day!
Love, E.T.

WOMEN!
Turn off the study machines and
turn on the men this Valentine's
Day. Happy hunting.
Love,
Lewis and K.T.

Nancy,
Happy Valentine's Day. You're
my one and only sweethaat.
Love always,
Luke
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Stag Diamondmen Begin Spring Training
by Patrick Reap
The Fairfield baseball team
began practice for the 1981 season
Saturday, as they begin their drive
to get back into the ECAC New
England playoffs, which they missed last year after four consecutive
appearances.
Head coach and athletic director
C. Donald Cooke explained, "We're
gonna be pretty young. I think we
have pretty good freshmen. They're
an unknown quantity, but if they
mature quickly we could be a pretty good team."
The Stags, coming off a 12-10
fall campaign will carry an eleven
man pitching rotation, which was
their major weakness last year.
The 1980 Stags got off to a fine
start, but folded down the stretch
mainly because of poor pitching.
Co-captain Mark Watson, who
should see a lot of action behind
the plate this year was optimistic
about returning to the playoffs.
"We have a definite shot. We
have enough people to get us
there. We didn't make it last year

because of our pitching."
Cooke reflected about last season, saying, "We had lost six or
seven starters from the year before
(1979), and Keefe Cato left in his
junior year. We played almost .500
(14-15), so I was pretty happy, but
not with the second half of the
year.
"This year we'll have a lot of
returnees. I feel half of our losses
in the fall were in games we were
experimenting."
Pitching will definitely be the
key to the season.
"I'd say so," responded Cooke.
"Ron Throupe and Keith D'Amato
are the only pitchers with experience. There are a lot of
unknown quantities, so it's difficult to project."
The Stags will be withouLthe
services of senior shortstop Ron
Carapezzi (.324 in the fall) who is
on disciplinary probation. Cooke
does not plan to appeal the ruling
by Student Services.
There are no plans to appeal the
decision that I know of," Cooke

said. "Student Services has been
pretty fair about these decisions.
That has nothing to do with my
feelings for Ron. I have a lot of
respect for him. It's just unfortunate that he's been involved in
these situations.
"He's been through a lot of problems but I don't think he's been
treated unfairly."
Cooke said he had not made any
firm decisions about starting roles.
"It's too early. Everything's up in
the air."
Another possible disciplinary
casualty is first baseman Fred
Dana (.426 in the fall), who is also
on probation, but only until March
1st.
"I haven't decided if I'm going to
allow him to play yet," Cooke
answered.
"It's hard to project what I'm going to do. We'll let the chips fall
where they may. I feel I'm gonna
do a lot of experimenting during
our Southern trip. By April 1, we
should have a good idea of where
everyone stands."

The Murphy Factor
by Patrick Reap
A long Fordham jumper caromed
off the backboard into Kenny
Daniels' arms. Daniels looped a
perfect lead pass into the waiting
hands of speedy Bobby Hurt, who
appeared to have a breakaway
layup. Just as Hurt went up for the
shot, he was hurled to the ground
by Ram guard Mark Murphy. Hurt
remained still for an extended
period of time and suffered a concussion, forcing him to miss the
Yale game. Is there a desire among
the Stag basketball team to get
back at Murphy for causing Hurt a
seriuos injury? Let's listen to a few
of the players:
"Definitely it's a factor. I mean,
the guy almost broke my neck, you
know?" says Hurt. "I'm not gonna
say he meant to do it. I'm not gonna hold a grudge."
Teammate Joe Sharkey commented, "It's very emotional to the
whole team. He (Murphy) hurt one
of us. It was a blow to the whole
team. I've got a feeling he's gonna
pay for it."

When told of Sharkey's comments, Hurt smiled and said,
"Yeah, he's gonna pay. I've got
something for Murphy."
Captain Mike Palazzi tried to put
the situation into perspective, explaining, "I know Bobby feels some
revenge, but the revenge is that we
have to beat Fordham. It'll be a
tough game."
Mike Aldridge echoed those sentiments: "It's a factor, but only
because you want to beat those
guys badly. That's the extent of
it—to show 'em we can beat 'em."
Center Pete DeBisschop, asked
if Murphy's gaving Hurt a concussion was a factor, responded, "I
think it's a great factor in that we
want to beat them so bad. There's
gonna be great intensity."
Was Murphy's shot to Hurt
malicious?
"Yeah, it certainly was. It was a
cheap shot with the left arm."
Hank "The Hammer" Foster also
feels there is extra incentive to
beat Fordham.
"Definitely. All the players are
psyched. It's also Wear Red game,

Again the squad was deadly
from the free throw line, hitting on
19 of 21 for 91%.
Overall, the impressive win
must be labeled as one of the best
overall team performances of the
year.
However, the mood in the locker
room was more subdued, with the
attitude that it was just another
good performance.
"I don't know if this is our best
game," Barakat commented. "It
was another good performance.
We played Fordham and St. Peters
like that and lost."
Captain Mike Palazzi stated, "It
was typical of the way we can
play." Palazzi also spoke about
knocking off Fordham in last
night's game.
(SPORTS ED. NOTE: This is being
printed Sunday night before the
Wear Red Fordham game, which
took place last night.)
"Right now, beating Fordham
will help us get into the ECAC

playoffs. I think we're just as good
as Fordham. They're bigger but
not quicker."
Freshman point guard Bobby
Hurt also spoke of the consistent
Stag play.
"Ever since the semester
started, we've been playing excellent ball. We've been playing
good defense and have had a patient offense. We have a very
deceiving record. During this last
stretch we've gotta get it
together."
Freshman Joe Sharkey, who
chipped in ten points and a solid
defensive game, commented
"We've been gelling. A lot of
games we've played really well
and lost. We're not playing any differently."
Kenny Daniels (13 points, 5 rebounds and four assists) explained, "We played a steady game.
Everything clicked at the beginning of the second half. We've got

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

departments on campus. Bleachers don't rate very high."
Cooke, who is also Athletic
Director, stated, "It's very
frustrating for me. As a baseball
coach it's important. As athletic
director it becomes a different
priority. I'm very happy to have a
field after 15 years without one!"
However, Brophy seemed to sum
up the attitude of the concerned
players when he said, "If we're gonna be a major team to contend
with in New England, we should
have bleachers. Fans like winners,
so we'll have a following and there
should be a place for the fans to
sit and enjoy the game.
"Baseball was made for a
seventh inning stretch, not for
nine innings stretching."
STAG NOTES—Keefe Cato is
working out with the team now,
working with the younger pitchers. He will leave on March 1, to
begin training with the Cincinnati
Reds in Florida. Cato spent last
season with the Waterbury Reds (a
double A team), and compiled a 7record in winter ball.

so we know the fans will be behind
us. It should be exciting."
Foster explained his view of the
incident:
"I was right behind him trailing
the play. I saw what happened. If
he had stayed in the game (Murphy
was ejected from the game) I would
have liked to take him out. I know
there were a few other players, like
Kenny Daniels and Joe Sharkey
who were equally mad."
Was the shot intentional?
"Definitely. I know some people
may say it wasn't, but I think it
was. He literally tackled him."
Foster then listed the Stags'
priorities for the game.
"First we want to beat them
because it's an important league
game. If something comes up,
which I think it might, we'll have to
handle it. But I think the refs will
take extra caution for this game."
So, a fine line seems to have
developed between wanting to
beat Fordham because they're a
league rival and between wanting
to, as Joe Sharkey and Bobby Hurt
put it, make Murphy "pay for it."

Hoopsters Down Canisius
(continued from page 16)
we've ever had. We're starting to
understand each other as a team."
He continued, "At the beginning of the year it was hedgy. Now
the team's blending pretty well."
Fairfield ran their offense as
smoothly as they've done all year,
racking up 46 points, shooting a
sizzling 60% from the floor, hitting
16 of 18 free throws, while committing only four turnovers.
Individually, Bobby Hurt ran the
offensive show for most of the
game, dishing out seven assists,
while Mike Palazzi and guard Kenny Daniels teamed for 29 points.'
Pete DeBisschop turned in a productive game, hitting 5 of 6 from
the floor and snaring 6 rebounds
in only 18 minutes of action.

Fairfield begins the season with
a trip down South in North Carolina. On March 21, they battle
Princeton University and remain
south for a week, playing eight
games.
Sean Brophy, who hit .296 in the
fall and is sure to see a lot of duty
in centerfield, said, "Our record in
the fall wasn't indicative of our
ability. We didn't have a solid
pitching rotation. Now, the pitchers are working hard in the gym.
When we go South, we'll be more
organized."
An issue which always seems to
crop up when discussing Fairfield
baseball, is the possibility of installing bleachers around the Fairfield diamond.
Cooke was asked if there are
any plans for such an installment.
"No, not that I've heard of. We
would have to request that from
Student Services. They have to
take financial priorities. It's hard
for bleachers to surface to the top
of that list."
He added, "All requests have to
compete with requests from other

to be on top of our game to make
ECAC playoffs. We're right in the
middle of the league standings
now; it's just a matter of who
wants it the most."
STAG NOTES—Fairfield raised
its home record to 7-3, while 3-6 on
the road ... Co-captain Rich Wejnert continues to see very limited
action. He played only five
minutes Saturday night... Hank
Foster had a surprisingly poor first
half against Canisius (0-5 from the
floor, no points) but came on
strong in the second half to finish
with
10
points
and
5
rebounds ... Cheers to the Fairfield Basketball Cheerleaders,
who endured two busses breaking
down Tuesday night for the St.
Peters game. They finally got on
the spectator bus to make the
game. That shows great patience
and determination to cheer on the
squad

LUIGI'S APIZZA
AND RESTAURANT
for real Italian food in Fairfield
Specialty Dishes, Also
Fresh Fish, Veal Cutlet items, Antipasto
Wine, Liquor & Beer Served

♦
♦
Lasagna • Manlcottl
♦
♦
Ravioli • Spaghetti
♦
APIZZA • GRINDERS
♦
♦
♦10% FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT DISCOUNT}
J
170 Post Rd.
Call 259-7816
♦

Freshman Bobby Hurt has become the center of a controversy which
might have affected last night's Fordham game. The 5-11 freshman suffered a concussion in the first Forham game. Hurt promised, "I've got
something for Murphy."
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

PS T-33
FULLY-AUTOMATIC
DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE

Feautures:
□
□
□
D
□
□

High performance direct drive design
Straight tonearm for lowmass, low resonance
Brushless-slotless (BSD motor for uniform torque
Magnedisc servo control for accurate speed monitoring
Sony (SBMC) base resists acoustic feedback
Variable pitch with illuminated strobe, viscous-damped cueing,
front mounted controls, tonearm safety clutch.
D 2 YEARS WARRANTY-PARTS & LABOR

Reg. $170

Sale

$139

(Less
Cartridge)
(February only)

FEBRUARY BONUS
with Fairfield U. ID only

STEREO CARTRIDGE $2.50
With purchase of the Sony PS T-22 turntable at sale
price. Choice of ADC, Shure, or Audio Techica cartridges regularly discounted to $19.95.

2120 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
(203) 255-1156
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Athlete Of
The Week

Stag goalie Billy Oakes makes one of his eleven second period saves in Fairf ield's 4-1 win over Assumption.
Def enseman Bob Brown looks on.
[Photo by John Daubert]

Skaters Win Two More
by Bruce Garcia

by Chris Byrd
"That's great. Thank you."
These appreciative words were
spoken by Stag senior forward and
Captain Mike Palazzi after he was
selected Athlete of the Week. In
Saturday's win over visiting
Canisius 73-58, he did his job very
well. Palazzi is the Captain and the
only starting Senior on the team.
One would expect him to be a
leader of the team. Saturday night,
he was just that. He led the Fairfield five in scoring with 16 points
and in rebounding with 8. It is for
these reasons that the Worcester,
Massachusetts native has been
recognized.
Explaining his success against
Canisius, the Senior commented,
"I have been playing hard. Some
games are easier. I was getting a
lot inside against Canisius that I
wasn't getting against St. Peters."

At this juncture in the season,
Coach Fred Barakat's quintet is
fighting for a playoff spot in the
ECAC Metro Division. Every game
becomes a must and the Stags
must play with forty minute intensity. Against the Golden Griffens,
the Stags' intensity was evident.
Commenting on this, the Captain
stated, "I play hard. That's the way
I think I should play in the game."
Palazzi, as Captain, should communicate his intensity to his teammates. He commented on the effect his role had on his teammates
Saturday night, "My job is to make
sure everybody is ready to play. I
didn't have to. They were ready."
Canisius' front line had a few inches on the Stags. Yet, Palazzi,
Hank
Foster,
and
Pete
DeBisschop were able to consistently get inside. Palazzi commented, "If they're big, it doesn't
mean much. If they have a
dominating center, that makes a
difference. He can intimidate
you."
Canisius defeated Barakat's five
last season. The forward was asked if he was aware of that fact
entering the contest. He replied, "I
was. Last year, I was the only
starter, who played against them.
The others didn't know. It was a
tough game. They played real well
to beat us. I went right after them
(this year). I knew they had a good
team, but I didn't think they had
anything super."

The Fairfield hockey team completed another successful week as
it upped its ECAC division record
to 10-4. The wins came at the expense of Connecticut College at
their home rink and Assumption
College at the Wonderland of Ice
in Bridgeport.
The Stags began the week by
traveling to Connecticut College
where they overcame their disorganized play to register a 2-1 win
in overtime. The Stags cracked the
ice midway through the first
period as defenseman Kevin Leys
lit the lamp with an assist going to
Sophomore Tim Doheny. After
that, the Stags could not score
again until the overtime winner
despite a 41-shot onslaught
against the Connecticut goalie.
"We had a lot of opportunities but
we couldn't score because their
goalie had a great game," stated
coach John McCarthy. He also added "We were a much stronger
team so everyone wanted to score,
which caused the positional play
to break down."
Connecticut College knotted

the count at 1-1 in the second
period, which is how the score remained until the end of regulation
time, setting the stage for
freshman Jim Keegan. Keegan
took a pass from linemate Steve
Festa and fired home the only
shot of overtime to propel the
Stags to victory, 2-1.
McCarthy, who was not overly
enthusiastic about the team's performance in the game, stated "The
score should have been substantially higher, however I am not
complaining." This was an important game for the Stags because it
showed they could win an important game despite playing sub-par.
The other game this week was
played at the Wonderland of Ice
where, before a sparse crowd, the
team played two solid periods to
defeat Assumption 4-1.
Jim Keegan opened the scoring
off a Steve Festa face-off (Jon
Hanley also drew an assist) two
and a half minutes into the game.
Then at 16:40, Festa rammed
home a John Fitzgerald shot to
make it 2-0. Hanley, who played a
strong game, drew his second
assist.

The second period was the turning point of the game. Assumption
took the play to the Stags but
managed only one goal thanks to
some hot goaltending by Sophomore Billy Oakes. Oakes made
eleven second period saves including an incredible nine from
within twenty feet. It was this Fort
Knox performance which allowed
Greg Inman to sink Assumption in
the third period.
Inman was sent in twice by
linemates Joe Motherway and
Pete Renehan where he applied
two deft maneuvers to clinch the
victory for the Stags. Coach McCarthy, in a nice gesture, sent Inman out in the waning minutes in
an effort to register the hat-trick.
However, he was unable to get a
shot off.
STAG SHOTS: The Stags are
still hoping for a playoff spot but
they must win "just about every
game from here on. "SMU, Fitchburg, and Wesleyan are definitely
ahead of us, so we need a victory
over SMU in their home rink Monday, but we are still in the hunt for
the fourth playoff spot," stated
McCarthy.

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
ACTIVITIES

SIGN-UPS

EVENT BEGINS

Week of Feb. 9
Week of Feb. 9
Week of Feb. 9
Week of Feb. 23
Week of Mar. 9
Week of Mar. 9
March 16-April 3

Floor Hockey (tentative)
Ping Pong
Swim Meet
Badminton
Tennis
Softball
Road Race

Feb. 23
Feb. 23
Feb. 18
Mar. 2
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Race-April 4

Fairfield University Basketball
NINETEEN (jl9) GAME STATS

FG-FGA

FG2

FT-FTA

FTZ

TO

BLK

ST

PF-DQ

ASST

REB-AVG

PTS-AVG

Hank Foster
Ken Daniels

19
19

92-160
87-176

.575
.494

48-62
51-67

.774
.761

53
49

16
4

11
22

67-6
66-3

16
60

144-7.6
58-3.1

232^12.2
225-11.8

Mike Palazzi
Bobby Hurt

19
18

65-110
64-141

.591
.454

41-60
17-27

.683
.630

26
73

7
3

11
34

40-1
52-1

13
80

92-4.8
44-2.4

171-9.0
145-8.1

Rich Wejnert
Pete DeBisschop

19
19

50-123
50-88

.407
.581

38-50
25-37

.760
.676

50
25

2
11

9
4

45-0
43-1

18
8

84-4.4
74-3.9

138-7.3
125-6.6

Joe Sharkey
Mike Aldridge

19
16

43-132
8trl9

.326
.421

27-35
17-18

.771
.944

22
12

5
JO

13
4

39-0
7-0

24
3

59-3.1
7-0,4

113-5.9
33-2.1

Jerry Johnson
Rich D'Antonio

18
13

15-38
3-9

.395
.333

4-6
11-20

.667
.550

14
15

1
0

3
2

29-1
15-0

2
11

32-1.8
6-0.5

34-1.9
17-1.3

8

2-10

.200

2-2

1.000

5

0

0

10-0

1

2-0.3

6-0.8

Others

J

10-9

G

NAME

Kenny Daniels concentrates
before dropping in a free throw in
Saturday's Canisius win. Daniels
was 5 for 5 on the night and is hitting 76% of his free throws.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

RECORD:

.

Team Rebounds
Dead Ball Rebounds
Stag Totals
Opponents Totals

19
19

479-1006
465-1027

.476
.453

281-384
308-428

.732
.720

344
281

49
46

114
110

414-14
357-9

238
244

51-2.7
3/WL.8
687-36.2
625-32.9

1239-65.2
1238-65.2
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Steady Stags Smash Canisius, 73-58
by Patrick Reap
A well-balanced Fairfield attack
smashed visiting Canisius Saturday night, 73-58, with five Stags in
double figures. After last night's
major matchup against Fordham,
the 10-9 squad hosts U.S. International University Friday night, then
travels out to battle #9 ranked
Notre Dame Monday night.
The Stags began the week traveling to beautiful Jersey City,
N.J., to face ECAC Met rival St.
Peters. Fairfield had beaten the
Peacocks earlier in the year 48-44
here.
However, St. Peters sprinted to
a 10-2 lead after the first five
minutes of the game.
But the Stags came right back
with an 11-3 spurt, with seven
points from Hank Foster, to knot
the game at 13.
The lead see-sawed the remainder of the half, with Peacock
guard Mark Murphy hitting a
40-foot prayer jumper at the
buzzer, as St. Peters took a 28-27
halftime lead.
Excellent inside play by Foster
(11 points and 7 rebounds) and a
Stag rebounding edge of 17-6 paced the Fairfield comeback.
The second half saw neither
team take more than a four point
lead. A Kenny Daniels jumper and
Hank Foster layup gave Fairfield a
31-28 lead, but the Peacocks came
back with three quick hoops to
regain the lead.
The game Continued going in
streaks, as Fairfield rallied back
with six points of their own to take
a 37-34 lead with fifteen minutes
to play. It was a lead Fairfield
maintained until two and a half
minutes remained in the game.
As was the case for the whole
game, the aggressive Fairfield
defense and inside domination by
Foster kept the Stags on top.
With three and a half minutes
left, Peacock freshman guard Phil
Jamison connected from the top
of the key to cut the lead to 49-48.
On the Stag's next possession,

a highly questionable call ensued,
which gave St. Peters the opportunity to take the lead back.
Two and a half minutes were on
the clock as Fairfield ran their offense, as usual looking for Hank
Foster inside. They found him. A
blown whistle stopped the action
as Foster went up strong to the
hoop. The referee signaled a walking violation on Foster and awarded St. Peters the ball.
It appeared that Foster had his
right foot planted the whole time,
but the referee did not see it that
way. The Peacocks regained
possession.
William Brown, a 6-3 junior
guard, hit a short jumper and was
fouled, and his three point play
found Fairfield trailing 51-49.
Bobby Hurt and Kevin Rogers
then traded baskets and the Stags
worked the ball around for a final
shot. Joe Sharkey missed from the
top of the key and Bobby Hurt was
fouled as he went to the basket
with the rebound. Twelve seconds
remained with St. Peters owning a
53-51 lead.
The Peacocks used a timetested strategy called "icing the
shooter." They called back-toback timeouts to give Hurt plenty
of time to think about the crucial
free throws. He missed both
shots.
"I was trying not to let it have an
effect," Hurt responded about the

Peacock strategy. Hurt was playing for the first time since suffering a concussion January 24 at
Fordham.
"I had a couple of dizzy spells
and had to ask Coach (Barakat) to
take me out, but I don't think it
was a factor in my game."
Kevin Rogers hit four foul shots
in a row to clinch the win for St.
Peters, 57-55, evening the season
series between the two.
The 9-9 Stags took on 8-11
Canisius Saturday night here. Fairfield never trailed, leading by as
much as 19 points in the second
half.
With the score tied at eight early in the first half, the Stags put
together a 12-5 blitz, with a pair of
buckets from both Daniels and
Pete DeBisschop.
Fairfield played possibly its best
defensive first half of the year,
holding Canisius to 21 points, forcing nine turnovers, outrebounding the Golden Griffins 20-12, as
Canisius shot a paltry 39% from-'
the floor. The Stags went into the
locker room with a 27-21 lead.
Fairfield simply blew out
Canisius to begin the second half,
scoring 10 points in a row to take a
commanding 37-21 lead. It was
never a contest after that.
An extremely pleased head
coach Fred Barakat beamed,
"That's the best second half start
(continued on page 14)

6-6 forward Hank Foster leaps with Canisius 6-8 center Glenn Dixon in
opening tap of Saturday's 73-58 victory. Foster currently leads the
Stags in scoring and rebounding.
[Photo byKevin Kumke]
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Lady Stags Drop Three; Stand 7-15
by Chris Byrd
It was a week characteristic of
Coach Diane Nolan's Lady Stags
season. They played well, only to
be frustrated by three losses to
nationally-ranked St. Peters, 71-52,
to Division I Manhattan, 58-56 and
to Hofstra, 61-45. The losses dropped their record to 7-15.

Tuesday, at home, against St.
Peters, the Lady Stags faced, according to Nolan, "the most
talented team on our schedule.
"The Lady Peacocks were ranked
7th nationally among Division II
schools.
Given the odds and the fact that
St. Peters beat Fairfield by 49

Sophomore forward Liz Pulie skies for short jumper in last
Wednesday's 58-56 loss to Manhattan. Pulie snagged ten rebounds to
go along with eight points.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]

points last season, Nolan's five
played admirably, but the Lady
Peacocks' size (they start 4
players who are six feet tall or
more) proved too much for Fairfield as they lost 71-52.
Wednesday's contest against
Manhattan was much tighter. With
6 seconds to play, Nolan's quintet
had a chance to put the game into
overtime. However, they had to go
the length of the floor and Donna
Margine's long jumper fell short
as Fairfield dropped a tough decision, 58-56.
The contest started well for the
Fairfield five as they jumped out to
an early lead behind the strong inside play of Carolyn Hodges and
Liz Pulie, who combined for the
first 11 Lady Stag points. The Lady
Stags' fortunes began to change
when Hodges picked up her third
foul forcing Nolan to sit her down.
Nolan commented on her
removal, "Carolyn has been our
most consistent player and sitting
her out for a while is going to
hurt." After Hodges' departure,
the Lady Jaspers began to
dominate the offensive boards
and eventually overtook Fairfield
to gain a 30-29 halftime advantage.
This trend continued in the second half as the Lady Jaspers
opened up a 9-point lead. Part of
what was plaguing the Lady Stags
was the poor shooting performance of Senior Donna Margine.
On the night, Fairfield's leading
scorer was 4-22 from the field. Her
poor shooting forced Nolan to
remove her from the game. She inserted Sophomore Linda Odenwalder.
This proved to be a good move
on Nolan's part, as Odenwalder's
play was instrumental in a Fairfield comeback. When she entered
the game the Lady Stags were
trailing by nine. She scored 8
points down the stretch and tied
the contest with 1:20 left. Nolan
commented on Odenwalder's play,
"She turned the ball game around.

We were down by 9 and the
momentum was shifting to
Manhattan. She shifted the
momentum."
With 31 seconds left, Fairfield
had a chance to take the lead, but
Margine missed a jumper and the
Lady Jaspers played for the last
shot. The clock ticked down to 7
precious ticks when Manhattan
guard Marianne Reilly hit a jumper
from the left side of the foul line to
put Manhattan up 58-56 and all but
the last nail in the Fairfield coffin.
Fairfield had one last chance to
put the game into overtime, but
Margine missed a jumper and the
Lady Stags dropped a tough decision.
Margine commented on the
game, "That was a tough game. It
was one of the best games we
played this year. It is too bad we
have nothing to show for it." After
the contest, Nolan stated, "We are
probably the best 7-14 team
around."
Saturday, against Hofstra, life
was a lot tougher for the Lady

Stags as they were handed a 61-45
setback by the hosts.
Things started well for the Lady
Stags as they jumped out to a
24-21 first half lead. The second
half was a different story. Nolan
explained, "We lost our poise and
didn't play that well. In addition,
we committed 36 fouls as opposed to their 13." She continued,
"Tuesday and Wednesday's
games took a toll on us Saturday.
We were tired and we didn't execute well." The numerous Fairfield fouls enabled Hofstra to pull
away with an easy 61-45 win.
Nolan assessed the team's play
to this point, "I'm a bit disappointed. I thought we would be
better record-wise. Hopefully, we
can finish up strong." Margine
was asked if she was disappointed
with the team's play to date. The
senior replied, "I'm disappointed
with our won-loss record, but
everybody has put in so much
work, overall, I can't be disappointed."

Stag swimmer works out in practice last week. The men did not have a
meet, while the women were beaten by West Point 90-45. The women
end their regular season Tuesday with an away meet.
[Photo by Patty Lanza]

